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Abstract 

Continuous convex functions have long been known to be generically differentiable 

on Euclidean spaces. However, in 1968 Asplund decided to investigate and classify 

those Banach spaces that possess this Euclidean space property. Specifically, As

plund investigated those Banach spaces on which every continuous convex function 

is Gateaux (Frechet) differentiable at the points of a residual subset of their domain. 

Such spaces are now known as weak Asplund (Asplund) spaces. While the study 

of Asplund spaces has flourished into a beautifully detailed story admitting several 

characterisations, the corresponding theory for weak Asplund spaces has been rather 

thin. In particular, there are no known characterisations for this class of spaces. 

In one attempt to provide such a characterisation, the class of Gateaux differ

entiability spaces, that is, those spaces on which every continuous convex function 

is densely Gateaux differentiable, was introduced. While it follows from the def

inition that every weak Asplund space is a Gateaux differentiability space, it has 

been a long standing open problem, first asked by Larman and Phelps in 1979, as 

to whether every Gateaux differentiability space is a weak Asplund space. 

The main goal of this thesis is to construct a Gateaux differentiability space 

that is not weak Asplund, thus answering the question of Larman and Phelps from 

1979. We achieve this counter-example by considering Banach spaces of the form 

(C(K), II· 11 00 ), where K is a compact Hausdorff space. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The differentiability properties of continuous convex functions defined on Banach 

spaces have been studied for many years and numerous results exist in the litera

ture on the existence of points of Gateaux and Frechet differentiability of continuous 

convex functions defined on nice spaces. One avenue of this research is the classi

fication of Banach spaces according to the differentiability properties of continuous 

convex functions defined on them. For example, the classification of those Banach 

spaces that satisfy the Euclidean space property that every continuous convex func

tion defined on them is Gateaux differentiable everywhere, except at the points of 

a first category set of their domain. Such spaces are called weak Asplund spaces. 

The "main problem" in the study of weak Asplund spaces is to provide an intrinsic 

characterisation for this class of spaces. In one such attempt, the following class of 

Banach spaces was considered. A Banach space X is called a Gateaux differentiabil

ity space if every continuous convex function defined on it is Gateaux differentiable 

at the points of a dense subset of its domain. While it follows from the definition 

that every weak Asplund space is a Gateaux differentiability space, the status of 

the reverse implication is not so clear, and is in fact, the main point of this the

sis. The significance of the reverse implication stems from the fact that Gateaux 

differentiability spaces admit an intrinsic characterisation in terms of a geometric 

property of their dual spaces, (Phelps, 1993). Hence, if it could be shown that the 
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class of Gateaux differentiability spaces coincides with the class of weak Asplund 

spaces, then there would be a solution to the "main problem". Unfortunately, in 

Chapter 4 we show that these two classes of spaces are in fact distinct. 

We start our quest for a counter-example that will distinguish the weak As

plund spaces from the Gateaux differentiability spaces in Chapter 1 by reviewing 

the history of weak Asplund spaces. In doing so we shall introduce several classes of 

Banach spaces and explore their relationship to the class of weak Asplund spaces. 

We begin Chapter 2 with some basic properties of usco mappings including the 

characterisation of an usco mapping being a "minimal usco''. In the second section 

of Chapter 2 we study "weakly Stegall" spaces that will help us distinguish the 

weak Asplund spaces from the Gateaux differentiability spaces. We also show that 

weakly Stegall spaces admit an internal characterisation, unlike the known situation 

for Stegall spaces, by considering a two-player topological game. Following this, we 

give some sufficiency conditions for a topological space to be a weakly Stegall space. 

In the third section of this chapter, we study the Banach space counterpart of weakly 

Stegall spaces and in the final section, we review the subdifferential mapping and 

then use it to establish the connection between weakly Stegall spaces and the class of 

"almost weak Asplund" spaces. Finally, in this chapter, we establish the relationship 

between weak Asplund spaces and two of its subclasses, namely, f: and class(S). 

In chapter 3, we define the "Kalenda compacta" and give a characterisation of 

when they belong to the classes of fragmentable, Stegall and weakly Stegall spaces. 

Following this, we examine conditions under which the Kalenda compacta are weakly 

Stegall but not Stegall. Then we provide a counter-example to show that weakly 

Stegall spaces are not closed under products. Our goal in the second section of this 

chapter is to obtain a detailed characterisation of the dual of the C(KA) spaces for 

compact Hausdorff spaces KA belonging to the family of Kalenda compacta. Using 

this representation theorem we characterise when Banach spaces of the form C(KA) 

belong to f: and class(S). We then use this characterisation of the C(KA) spaces 

to give examples of Banach spaces that are (i) in class(S) but not in f:, (ii) weak 
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Asplund but not inf: and (iii) weak Asplund but not in class(S). In the final section 

of this chapter we provide an example of a KA space such that it is weakly Stegall 

but ( C(KA)*, weak*) is not weakly Stegall. 

In Chapter 4, we fulfill the aim of this thesis by showing that there is a Gateaux 

differentiability space that is not weak Asplund. In order to attain our goal, in 

the first section of this chapter we introduce a new class of topological spaces called 

"nearly Stegall" spaces and study their permanence properties. This will be followed 

in the next section by showing that there is an almost weak Asplund space that is 

not weak Asplund. 

In Chapter 5, we present some applications of our earlier results on weakly 

Stegall spaces and almost weak Asplund spaces. This will be followed in Appendix A 

by a discussion of some of the main open problems in the study of weak Asplund. 

spaces. Then in Appendix B, we present a Rainwater Seminar by Isaac Namioka and 

finally in Appendix C, we conclude this thesis with basic notations and a glossary 

of definitions. 

1.1 Historical overview 

Let us start by giving the following definitions which are central to the work covered 

in the rest of this thesis. As far as possible we have left all the technicalities of proofs 

to the upcoming chapters. We say that a non-empty subset A of a normed linear 

space X is convex if for each pair of points x, y E A the line segment joining the 

points x and y is also contained in A. That is, 

,\x + (1 - ,\)y E A for all x, y EA and,\ E [O, l]. 

A real-valued function cp: A-+ JR defined on a non-empty open convex subset A of 

a normed linear space X is said to be convex if, 

cp(,\x + (1 - ,\)y) ::; ,\cp(x) + (1 - ,\)cp(y) for all x, y E A and,\ E [O, l]. 

Throughout the remainder of this thesis we confine our attention to real normed 

linear spaces. 
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We now examine two distinct notions of differentiability that are associated with 

continuous convex functions defined on non-empty open convex subsets of normed 

linear spaces. Let A be a non-empty open convex subset of a normed linear space 

X. We say that cp : A --* R. is Gateaux differentiable at a point x E A if there exists 

a continuous linear functional x* E X* such that 

x*(y) := lim cp(x + A~ - cp(x) exists for all y EX . 
.X--.+O 

In this case, the linear functional x* is called the Gateaux derivative of cp at x. If 

the limit above is approached uniformly with respect to ally E Bx-the closed unit 

ball of X, then cp is said to be Frechet differentiable at the point x E A and x* is 

called the Frechet derivative of cp at x. 

The first result concerning the differentiability of convex functions is the clas

sical result that every continuous convex function defined on JR is differentiable 

everywhere except for (at most) a countable set, (Phelps, 1993, p.9). This result 

generalises to R_n (either by using Fubini's theorem or the Kuratowski-Ulam theo

rem) except that one must replace "countable set" by either "measure zero set" or 

"first category set", (Phelps, 1993, p.11). Indeed even the continuous convex func

tion (x, y) i---+ lxl is non-differentiable on an uncountable set. The question of how 

to extend these results to infinite dimensional spaces has several difficulties. For in

stance, what does one mean by "except for a small set" in infinite dimensions? The 

two natural candidates are null sets (in a measure theoretic sense) and first category 

sets (in a Baire categorical sense). The first notion leads to difficulties as there is no 

natural notion of Haar-measure on an infinite dimensional Banach space (as they 

are not locally compact). However, the other notion of "smallness" readily lends 

itself to infinite dimensions. Indeed, using this approach Mazur showed in 1933 that 

every continuous convex function defined on a separable Banach space is Gateaux 

differentiable everywhere except for (at most) a first category subset of its domain. 

This begged the question as to whether every Banach space satisfies the property 

that every continuous convex function defined on it is Gateaux differentiable every

where except at the points of a first category subset. However, it is not hard to 
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find counter-examples to this question. For example, in (Larman and Phelps, 1979) 

the authors provide an example of a continuous seminorm that is nowhere Gateaux 

differentiable. 

Example 1.1 Define p: l00 (N) -+ lli by, 

p(x) := limsup lxnl, where x = (xn: n EN). 
n---too 

Then p is continuous but nowhere Gateaux differentiable. 

Mazur's result was revisited three decades later in (Lindenstrauss, 1963) where 

it was shown that for separable reflexive Banach spaces the conclusions of Mazur's 

theorem may be strengthened to: Frechet differentiable everywhere except for ( at 

most) a first category set. 

The next major achievement, which has forever changed the way people study 

this subject is due to Asplund. His idea was to classify Banach spaces according to 

the differentiability properties of the continuous convex functions defined on them. 

He called the Banach spaces on which every continuous convex function defined 

on them is Gateaux differentiable everywhere except at the points of a first cate

gory set, weak differentiability spaces while he called the Banach spaces on which 

every continuous convex function defined on them is Frechet differentiable every

where except on a first category set, strong differentiability spaces, (Asplund, 1968). 

These spaces have subsequently become known as weak Asplund spaces, (Larman 

and Phelps, 1979) and Asplund spaces, (Namioka and Phelps, 1975) respectively. 

The significance of Asplund's approach is that it connects the differentiability of 

continuous convex functions to the geometrical and topological structure of Banach 

spaces. Since Frechet differentiability implies Gateaux differentiability, we trivially 

see that every Asplund space is a weak Asplund space. But the converse is not true. 

For example, l1 is not an Asplund space as its norm is nowhere Frechet differentiable, 

(Phelps, 1960) but it follows from Mazur's theorem that l1 is weak Asplund, since 

it is separable. 
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In Asplund's ground breaking paper from 1968, he also showed that every Banach 

space that can be renormed to have an equivalent rotund ( equivalent locally uni

formly rotund) dual norm is a weak differentiability (strong differentiability) space. 

Recall that a norm on a Banach space X is said to be rotund provided there are no 

line segments in the unit sphere of X, or equivalently, for any x, y E Bx-the unit 

sphere of X if, x =I=- y then llx + YII < 2. We say that a norm on a Banach space Xis 

locally uniformly rotund if llxn - xii -4 0 whenever 2llxll 2 + 2llxnll2 - llx + xnll 2 -4 0 

with Xn, x E X for all n E N. 

The result of Asplund on weak differentiability spaces is a true improvement 

upon Mazur's result since every separable Banach space can be renormed to have 

an equivalent rotund dual norm, (Deville et al., 1993) but not every space with 

rotund dual is separable. For example, every Hilbert space belongs to this category. 

His result on strong differentiability spaces is also a true improvement upon Lin

denstrauss' result since every separable reflexive Banach space can be renormed to 

have an equivalent locally uniformly rotund dual norm, (Deville et al., 1993) but 

not every space with locally uniformly rotund dual is separable and reflexive. For 

example, non-separable Hilbert spaces belong to this category. 

Since the time of Asplund a considerable volume of literature has been written 

on Asplund spaces. In fact one of the major achievements of functional analysis in 

the late 1970's was when Stegall showed that a Banach space is an Asplund space if, 

and only if, its dual has the Radon-Nikodym property, (Stegall, 1978). This was the 

culmination of the results of (Namioka and Phelps, 1975) where the authors provided 

an elegant characterisation of Asplund spaces in terms of a geometric property of 

their dual spaces and also of the results of Stegall in (Stegall, 1975) where he proved 

the striking result that a Banach space X is an Asplund space if, and only if, every 

separable closed subspace of X has a separable dual. Subsequent to this many other 

characterisations of Asplund spaces have been discovered (see for example (Bourgin, 

1983), (Diestel and J. J. Uhl, 1977), (Giles, 1982) and (Phelps, 1993)). 

By contrast, our knowledge of weak Asplund spaces is rather thin. Even the 
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obvious question as to whether a closed subspace of a weak Asplund space is itself 

a weak Asplund space is open and, as yet, there do not exist any characterisation 

for this class of spaces. Thus the study of weak Asplund spaces has been reduced 

to pursuing two paths. One path is to try to find classes of Banach spaces that are 

potentially equivalent to weak Asplund spaces (Path I) and the other is to search 

for sufficient conditions for a Banach space to be a weak Asplund space (Path II). 

Path I: In the hope of characterising the class of weak Asplund spaces several classes 

of Banach spaces and topological spaces have been defined. In one such attempt 

the authors in (Larman and Phelps, 1979) considered the following class of Banach 

spaces. A Banach space X is called a Gateaux differentiability space (or GDS for 

short) if every continuous convex function defined on it is Gateaux differentiable at 

the points of a dense, but not necessarily a G5 subset of X. While it follows from 

the definition that every weak Asplund space is a Gateaux differentiability space, 

the status of the reverse implication has only been recently established, (Moors and 

Somasundaram, 2004). The importance of Gateaux differentiability spaces (apart 

from their obvious similarity to weak Asplund spaces) comes from the fact that they 

admit a dual characterisation analogous to that of Asplund spaces. The proof of 

this characterisation was done in two parts. The first in (Larman and Phelps, 1979) 

and the second by Fabian in 1988 (unpublished). 

Theorem 1.2 (Phelps, 1993, Proposition 6.5) A Banach space X is a Gateaux 

differentiability space if, and only if, every non-empty weak* compact convex subset 

of X* is the weak* closed convex hull of its weak* exposed points. 

Recall that a point x* in a weak* compact convex subset C of X* is weak* exposed 

if there exists an element x E X such that x* ( x) > y* ( x) for all y* E C\ { x*}. That 

is, the weak* continuous linear functional x : X* ~ JR defined by, x(y*) := y*(x) 

attains its maximum value on C at the single point x*. 

In another attempt to characterise the class of weak Asplund spaces, Stegall 

introduced the following class of topological spaces, which are defined in terms of 

minimal uscos. A set-valued mapping cp: X ~ 2Y acting between topological spaces 
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X and Y is called an usco mapping if for each x EX, cp(x) is a non-empty compact 

subset of Y and for each open set Win Y, {x EX : cp(x) ~ W} is open in X. An 

usco mapping <p : X ---t 2Y is called a minimal usco if its graph does not contain, 

as a proper subset, the graph of any other usco defined on X. (Recall that by the 

graph of <p we mean, Gr(cp) := {(x, y) EX x Y : y E cp(x)}.) A topological space 

X is said to belong to Stegall spaces if for every Baire space B and minimal usco 

<p : B ---t 2x, <p is single-valued at the points of a residual subset, that is, a set 

which contains, as a subset, the countable intersection of dense open sets, of B (see 

(Stegall, 1983) for the original definition of Stegall spaces). Correspondingly, we say 

that a Banach space X belongs to class(S) if (X*, weak*) belongs to Stegall spaces. 

The class of Stegall spaces has been shown to possess good permanence prop

erties, unlike the class of weak Asplund spaces (Fabian, 1997). These spaces are 

closed under taking subspaces, countable products, countable union of closed sets 

and perfect images. It has been shown in (Stegall, 1983) that every member of 

class(S) is weak Asplund (see also Theorem 2.30). To date, the class(S) spaces 

form the largest known well-behaved subclass of the class of weak Asplund spaces. 

A further class of topological spaces that has played a significant role in the 

study of weak Asplund spaces is the class of "fragmentable" spaces. The notion of 

fragmentability is essentially the same as the notion of dentability and the latter first 

appeared in (Namioka and Phelps, 1975). The formal definition of "fragmentability" 

was given in (Jayne and Rogers, 1985) in regard to selection theorems. However, 

this class of spaces also has implications for the study of weak Asplund spaces. A 

topological space X is said to be fragmentable if there exists a metric d on X such 

that for every c > 0 and every non-empty set A of X there exists a non-empty 

subset B of A that is relatively open in A and d-diam(B) < c. Correspondingly, we 

say that a Banach space X belongs to f: if (X*, weak*) is fragmentable. The con

nection between fragmentable and Stegall spaces was first established in (Namioka, 

1983) where it was shown that every fragmentable space is a Stegall space. In par

ticular, f: ~ class(S). This result was first published in (Ribarska, 1987) (see also 
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Theorem 2.31). 

Path II: There exist several sufficiency conditions for a Banach space to be weak 

Asplund. It has been shown in (Amir and Lindenstrauss, 1968) that weakly com

pactly generated spaces, that is, Banach spaces which contain a weakly compact set 

whose linear span is dense in them, can be equivalently renormed to have a rotund 

dual and hence are weak Asplund. Later Stegall showed that Asplund generated 

spaces, that is, spaces which contain dense continuous linear images of Asplund 

spaces, are weak Asplund, (Stegall, 1981) and this result was improved in (Chris

tensen and Kenderov, 1984) to show that subspaces of Asplund generated spaces 

are weak Asplund. 

It has been shown in (Debs, 1985) that if X is a weakly .K:-analytic space, 

that is, there exists an usco mapping from ~ onto (X, weak), then X belongs 

to class(S). Thus weakly .K:-analytic spaces are weak Asplund. This improves the 

previously mentioned result of Amir and Lindenstrauss since weakly compactly gen

erated spaces are weakly .K:-analytic. 

A Banach space X is called Vasak or weakly countably determined if there ex

ists an usco mapping from a subset of~ onto (X, weak). It has been shown in 

(Kenderov, 1987) that Vasak spaces (or weakly countably determined spaces) are 

weak Asplund. This result was improved in (Ribarska, 1987) where it was shown 

that Vasak spaces belong to f:, thus strengthening the result of (Debs, 1985) men

tioned above since weakly .K:-analytic spaces are weakly countably determined. 

After Asplund showed that every Banach space that can be equivalently renormed 

to have a rotund dual norm is weak Asplund, there was a considerable amount of 

interest in showing that every Banach space which admits an equivalent Gateaux 

smooth norm, that is, a norm which is Gateaux differentiable at every non-zero 

point, is weak Asplund. The fact that this would provide a true generalisation of 

Asplund's result follows from the fact that there are Banach spaces (e.g., C[O, wi]) 

with equivalent smooth norms that cannot be equivalently renormed to have a ro

tund dual norm, (Talagrand, 1986). (Of course it is well-known that if the dual norm 
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is rotund then the original norm is smooth, (Giles, 1982, p.107).) The first partial 

solution to this was obtained in (Borwein and Preiss, 1987) when they showed using 

variational techniques that every smooth Banach space is a Gateaux differentiabil

ity space. Finally in 1990, twenty two years years after Asplund's result, it was 

eventually shown by Preiss, Phelps and Namioka that every smooth Banach space 

is weak Asplund. 

Theorem 1.3 (Preiss et al., 1990) If a Banach space X admits an equivalent smooth 

norm then X belongs to class(S). In particular, X is a weak Asplund space. 

The question as to whether every weak Asplund space is a smooth Banach space 

was answered negatively in (Haydon, 1990). The techniques of Preiss, Phelps and 

Namioka were used in (Ribarska, 1992) to improve Theorem 1.3 to show that every 

Banach space with a Gateaux smooth norm belongs to f:. Subsequently, this result 

has been further improved to show that every Banach space that admits a smooth 

Lipschitz bump function belongs to f:, (Fosgerau, 1992). A similar result may also 

be found in (Kortezov, 1998). 

In summary, the relationship between the classes: weak Asplund spaces, Gateaux 

differentiability spaces, f: and class(S) is as follows: 

f: ~ class(S) ~ weak Asplund spaces ~ Gateaux differentiability spaces. 

The question as to whether any of the set inclusions above can be reversed has 

seen some recent progress. It has been shown that under additional set theoretic 

assumptions that there are indeed examples of class(S) that do not belong to f:, 

(Kenderov et al., 2001b) and examples of weak Asplund spaces that do not belong 

to class(S), (Kalenda, 2002). In Chapter 4, we provide a counter-example (in ZFC) 

to show that the last set inclusion given above cannot be reversed, (Moors and 

Somasundaram, 2004). 



Chapter 2 

Weakly Stegall spaces 

In the study of weak Asplund spaces the class of "weakly Stegall" spaces introduced 

in (Kalenda, 1997) has proven to be very useful. We say that a topological space Xis 

weakly Stegall if for every complete metric space Mand minimal usco r.p: M-+ 2x, 

r.p is single-valued at some point of M. The study of this class of topological spaces 

is very natural, especially in the setting of Banach spaces. Since for a Banach space 

X if (X*, weak*) is weakly Stegall then X is a Gateaux differentiability space (see 

Theorem 2.29) but not necessarily a weak Asplund space. 

The study of weakly Stegall spaces relies upon the study of usco mappings. 

Therefore we begin this chapter by investigating the basic properties of usco map

pings that were defined in Chapter 1. 

The aim of the second section of this chapter is to study weakly Stegall spaces. 

In doing so we shall introduce a topological game that is related to weakly Stegall 

spaces and use this game to characterise those spaces that are weakly Stegall. We 

then explore some permanence properties of this class of spaces and provide some 

sufficient conditions for a topological space to be a weakly Stegall space. 

In the third section of this chapter, we study the Banach space counterpart of 

weakly Stegall spaces. Then, in the final section we introduce the class of "almost 

weak Asplund" spaces which lies somewhere between the class of weak Asplund 

spaces and the class of Gateaux differentiability spaces. We then use the subdiffer-
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ential mapping associated with a continuous convex function to give the relationship 

between weakly Stegall spaces and almost weak Asplund spaces. 

2.1 Usco and minimal usco mappings 

A set-valued mapping cp : X -+ 2Y acting from a topological space X into subsets 

of a topological space (Y, T) is T-upper semicontinuous if for every open set W in 

Y, {x E X : cp(x) ~ W} is open in X. A set-valued mapping cp : X -+ 2Y acting 

from a topological space X into subsets of a topological space Y is called a T-usco 

if cp is T-upper semicontinuous and for each x EX, cp(x) is a non-empty T-compact 

subset of Y. When there is no ambiguity concerning the topology, we shall simply 

call a T-usco an usco. 

Among the usco mappings we are particularly interested in the subclass of "min

imal uscos". An usco mapping cp : X -+ 2Y acting from a topological space X into 

subsets of a topological space Y is called a minimal usco if its graph does not con

tain, as a proper subset, the graph of any other usco defined on X. It is clear 

from this definition that all single-valued uscos are minimal. However, most inter

esting minimal uscos are not everywhere single-valued. Two simple examples that 

illustrate this are the following. 

or more generally, 

\O(x) := { 
sin (i) 

[-1, 1] 

{ 
sin ( 1 ) cp(x) := d(x,C) 

[-1, 1] 

for X =/ 0 

for X = 0 

for x E [O, 1]\C 

for x EC 

where C is any compact, nowhere dense subset of JR. 

Remark 2.1 Thus we may note that for a minimal usco on JR, {x E JR: cp(x) is not 

a singleton} may have positive measure. 
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Throughout the rest of this thesis we shall be interested in the topological be

haviour of minimal uscos. So we shall gather some known facts about minimal uscos 

which will be needed in the upcoming chapters. We begin with the following well

known characterisation of the minimality of usco mappings, which was first given 

implicitly in (Christensen, 1982). 

Lemma 2.2 (Christensen, 1982) Let <p: X -+ 2Y be an usco mapping acting from 

a topological space X into subsets of a Hausdorff topological space Y. Then <p is a 

minimal usco if, and only if, for any open set V in X and closed set K in Y where 

rp(V) i K there exists a non-empty open set V' ~ V such that rp(V') n K = 0. 

Proof. (Moors, 1992) Suppose that rp is a minimal usco such that rp(V) i K and 

for each non-empty open subset V' ~ V we have that rp(V') n K =I= 0. Then by the 

upper semicontinuity of rp we must have that rp(x) n K =I= 0 for each x E V. Now 

let us define a set-valued mapping '1/J : X -+ 2Y by, 

{ 
rp(x) n K 

'1/J(x) := 
rp(x) 

for x EV 

otherwise. 

This is an usco whose graph is contained in the graph of rp. Therefore, by the 

minimality of rp, we must have that '1/J = <p and so rp(V) ~ K. This is a contradiction 

as rp(V) (/:. K. Hence there must be a non-empty open subset V' of V such that 

rp(V') n K = 0. 

To prove the converse let us suppose that rp satisfies the condition given in 

the lemma but is not a minimal usco. This means that there is an usco mapping 

'1/J : X -+ 2Y whose graph is strictly contained in the graph of rp. So for some x E X, 

rp(x) =I= '1/J(x). Consider y E rp(x)\'1/J(x). Since '1/J(x) is compact and Y is a Hausdorff 

space, there exist disjoint open subsets U and W such that '1/J(x) ~ U and y E W. 

Now since '1/J is upper semicontinuous at x there exists an open neighbourhood V 

of x such that '1/J(V) ~ U. On the other hand rp(V) i Y\W. Therefore by the 

hypothesis rp(V') ~ W for some non-empty open subset V' ~ V. However, for any 

x E V' we have that 0 =/= '1/J(x) = '1/J(x) n U ~ rp(x) n U = 0. This is a contradiction 

and this proves that rp is a minimal usco. D 
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It can easily be seen that Lemma 2.2 is equivalent to Lemma 2.3. 

Lemma 2.3 Let cp : X ---+ 2Y be an usco mapping acting from a topological space X 

into subsets of a Hausdorff topological space Y. Then cp is a minimal usco if, and 

only if, for each pair of open subsets U of X and W of Y with cp(U) n W =/- 0 there 

exists a non-empty open subset V ~ U such that cp(V) ~ W. 

2.1.1 Properties of usco mappings 

We shall now discuss some basic properties of minimal usco mappings. We begin 

by showing that the minimality of an usco mapping is preserved under composition 

with a continuous function. 

Lemma 2.4 (Namioka, 1983) Let cp be a minimal usco acting from a topological 

space X into subsets of a Hausdorff topological space Y and let f be a continuous 

mapping from Y into a Hausdorff topological space Z. Then the mapping f o cp : 

X---+ 2z defined by, (! o cp)(x) := f(cp(x)) is a minimal usco on X. 

Proof. (Borwein and Moors, 1995) It is clear that f o cp is an usco on X so it 

remains to show that it is a minimal usco on X. Let us proceed via Lemma 2.2. 

Consider an open set U in X and a closed set K in Z such that (! o cp)(U) i K. 

We need to show that (! o cp)(V) n K = 0 for some non-empty open subset V ~ U. 

Since f is continuous on Y, 1-1(K) is a closed subset of Y. Since cp is a minimal 

usco and cp(U) i 1-1(K) there exists a non-empty open subset V ~ U such that 

cp(V) n 1-1(K) = 0. Hence (! o cp)(V) n K = 0 as required. D 

Lemma 2.5 (Moors and Giles, 1997, Theorem 1.2, part (iii)) Let cp be a minimal 

usco acting from a topological space X into subsets of a Hausdorff topological group 

(Y, ·). Given a continuous mapping T from X into Y, the set-valued mapping T · cp : 

X ---+ 2Y defined by, (T · cp)(x) := T(x) · cp(x) is a minimal usco on X. 

Proof. The mapping T·cp is the composition of the continuous mapping II : Y x Y ---+ 

Y defined by, IT(x, y) := x · y with the minimal usco mapping t i-t (T(t), cp(t)) from 

X into Y x Y, and so T · cp is a minimal usco on X by Lemma 2.4. D 
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UNiVERS'.TV OF WA!KATO 

i..lBRARY 

The fact that every usco contains a minimal usco is shown in the next lemma. 

We note that Lemma 2.6 was mentioned in (Christensen, 1982) but not explicitly 

proven there. 

Lemma 2.6 (Christensen, 1982) Let t.p : X -+ 2Y be an usco mapping acting from 

a topological space X into subsets of a Hausdorff topological space Y. Then there 

exists a minimal usco 'ljJ : X-+ 2Y such that '1/J(x) ~ t.p(x) for all x EX (i.e., every 

usco contains a minimal usco). 

Proof. (Borwein and Moors, 1995, Proposition 1.2) Let U denote the family of 

all usco mappings defined on X whose graphs are contained in the graph of t.p. 

Obviously U =J. 0 as the mapping t.p is contained in U. We may now partially 

order U as follows. If 'ljJ1 and 'ljJ2 are members of U, then we write 'ljJ1 ~ 'ljJ2 if 

'I/J1 (x) ~ 'ljJ2(x) for each x EX. Next we apply Zorn's lemma to show that (U, ~) 

possesses a minimal element. To this end, let { '1/J"Y : 'Y E r} be a totally ordered 

subset of U and let t.{)M: X-+ 2Y be defined by, t.{)M(x) := n{'I/J"Y(x): 'YE r}. Since 

each '1/J"Y(x) is non-empty and compact, t.pM(x) too is non-empty and compact. Let 

W be an open subset of Y and consider U := {x EX : t.pM(x) ~ W}. We need to 

show that U is open in X. We may, without loss of generality, assume that U =/=- 0 

and consider x0 E U. 

By the finite intersection property, there exists some 'Yo E r such that '1/J"Yo (x0 ) ~ 

W. Therefore there exists an open neighbourhood U0 of x 0 such that "P"Yo (U0 ) ~ W, 

which means that t.pM(U0 ) ~ W. Therefore x0 E U0 ~ U and so U is open in X. 

From this, it follows that t.pM E U and t.{)M ~ '1/J"Y for each 'Y E r. Therefore, by 

Zorn's lemma, (U, ~) possesses a minimal element. It is now easy to see that this 

element is in fact a minimal usco. D 

We see that for an usco mapping t.p acting from a topological space X into subsets 

of a Hausdorff topological space Y, the graph oft.pis a closed subset of Xx Y, when 

X x Y is endowed with the product topology. We shall now show that to some 

extent the converse of this is also true. 
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Lemma 2.7 (Christensen, 1982) Let t..p be an usco mapping acting from a topological 

space X into subsets of a topological space Y and let n be a set-valued mapping 

acting from X into non-empty subsets of Y. If Gr(n) is a closed subset of X x Y 

and Gr(n) ~ Gr(t..p), then n is an usco mapping on X. 

Proof. (Borwein and Moors, 1995, Proposition 1.3) Since the graph of n is closed 

in Xx Y, n(x) is a closed subset of Y for each x EX, and since n(x) ~ t..p(x) for 

each x E X, n(x) is a compact subset of Y for each x E X. Let W be an open 

subset of Y. Consider U := {x EX : n(x) ~ W}. We will show that U is an open 

subset of X. Firstly, observe that without loss of generality, we may assume that 

U =/:- 0. To this end, suppose that x0 E U. We shall consider two cases. 

(i) If t..p(x0 ) ~ W then there exists an open neighbourhood U0 of x0 such that 

n(Uo) ~ t..p(Uo) ~ W, and so xo E Uo ~ U. 

(ii) On the other hand, suppose that K := t..p(x0 )\W f. 0. Then for each y E K, 

choose open sets Uy ~ X and Vy ~ Y such that (x0 , y) E Uy x Vy and 

(Uy x Vy) n Gr(n) = 0. Since K is compact and K ~ LJ{Vy : y E K} 

there exists a finite subcover {Vyi : 1 ~ j ~ n} of {Vy : y E K} such 

that K ~ U{Vyj : 1 ~ j ~ n}. Let N1 := n{uYj : 1 ~ j ~ n} and 

observe that for each x E N1, n(x) n LJ{Vyi : 1 ~ j ~ n} = 0. Now, 

t..p(x0 ) ~ WU LJ{Vyi : 1 ~ j ~ n}, so there exists an open neighbourhood 

N2 of x0 such that n(N2) ~ t..p(N2) ~ LJ{Vyi : 1 ~ j ~ n} U W. Therefore, 

n(x) ~ W for each x E U0 := N1 n N2. Hence in both cases, there exists an 

open neighbourhood U0 of x0 such that Xo E Uo ~ U. This shows that U is 

open and the proof is complete. D 

We now show that the minimality of an usco mapping is preserved when the 

mapping is restricted to open or dense subsets of the domain space. 

Lemma 2.8 (Kalenda, 1999, Lemma 2) Let t..p: X ~ 2Y be a minimal usco acting 

from a topological space X into subsets of a topological space Y. If A ~ X is (i) 
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open or (ii) dense, then the mapping cp restricted to A, denoted by 'PIA, is a minimal 

usco. 

Proof. In both cases, 'PIA is clearly an usco mapping. So it remains to show that 

'PIA is minimal. 

(i) Let A be a non-empty open subset of X. To show that 'PIA is a minimal 

usco, let W be an open subset of Y and U be an open subset of A such that 

cp(U) n W i= 0. Since A ~ X is open, U is open in X. Then it follows from 

the characterisation of the minimality of cp given in Lemma 2.3 that there is 

a non-empty open set V ~ U such that 'PIA (V) = cp(V) ~ W. 

(ii) Suppose that A is dense in X, U is an open subset of A and W is an open 

subset of Y. Let U' be an open subset of X such that U := U' n Ai= 0. Then 

cp(U') n W i= 0 and it follows from the characterisation of the minimality 

of cp given in Lemma 2.3 that there is a non-empty open set V' ~ U' with 

cplA(V' n A) ~ cp(V') ~ W. But since A is dense in X, V' n A is non-empty. 

This completes the proof. D 

In the next section we shall begin the study of weakly Stegall spaces that will help 

us distinguish the Gateaux differentiability spaces from the weak Asplund spaces. 

2. 2 Properties of weakly Stegall spaces 

In (Fabian, 1997, Theorem 3.2.6) the following equivalent formulation of Stegall 

spaces was established. A topological space X is said to be a Stegall space if for 

every Baire space B and minimal usco cp : B ~ 2x, cp is single-valued at some point 

of B. Thus we see that every Stegall space is weakly Stegall as every complete metric 

space is a Baire space. Although the definition of being weakly Stegall is very similar 

to that of being Stegall, weakly Stegall spaces admit an internal characterisation 

unlike the (known) situation for Stegall spaces. To obtain this characterisation we 

need to consider the following two-player topological game. 
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2.2.1 Game characterisation of weakly Stegall spaces 

Let U be any open cover of a topological space ( X, T). On X we consider the 

Q(U)-game played between two players E and n. Player E goes first {always!) and 

chooses a non-empty subset A1 of X. Player n must then respond by choosing 

a non-empty relatively open subset B1 of A1 of the form: B1 := Bi n A1 with 

Bi E U. Following this, player E must select another non-empty subset A2 ~ 

B1 ~ A1 and in turn player n must again select a non-empty relatively open subset 

B2 of A2 of the form: B2 := B2 n A2 with B2 E U. Continuing this procedure 

indefinitely the players E and n produce a sequence {(An, Bn) : n E N} of pairs 

of non-empty subsets called a play of the Q{U)-game. We shall declare that player 

0 wins a play { (An, Bn) : n E N} if, n~=l Bn is at most one point. Otherwise 

player E is said to have won the play. By a strategy t for player E (strategy s" 

for player 0) we mean a 'rule' that specifies each move of player E {player 0) in 

every possible situation. More precisely, a strategy t := (tn : n E N) for E is 

a sequence of set-valued mappings such that 0 -=/= tn+I(B1 , B2, ... , Bn) ~ Bn for 

all n E N. Similarly, a strategy s := (sn : n E N) for n is a sequence of set

valued mappings such that {i) 0 -=/= sn(A1 , A2, ... , An) ~ An for all n E N and {ii) 

sn(A1 , A2, ... , An) := (U~ n An with U~ E U). The domain of each mapping tn is 

precisely the set of all finite sequences {B1 , B2, ... , Bn-il of length n-1 with each 

Bi being a non-empty relatively open subset of ti(B1 , B2, ... , Bi_i) of the form: 

Bi := BJ n ti(B1, B2, ... , Bi_i) with BJ E U. {Note: the sequence of length O has 

been denoted by 0.) Likewise, the domain of each mapping Sn is precisely the set 

of all finite sequences {A1 , A2, ... , An} of length n with each Ai being a non-empty 

subset of si(A1, A2, ... , Ai_1). Such a finite sequence {B1, B2, ... , Bn-1} {infinite 

sequence { Bn : n E N}) is called a partial t-play ( t-play). Similarly a finite sequence 

{A1,A2 , ... ,An-i} {infinite sequence {An: n EN}) is called a partials-play (s

play). A strategy t := (tn : n E N) for the piayer E is called a winning strategy if 

each t-play is won by E and a strategy s := (sn : n E N) for the player n is called a 

winning strategy if each s-play is won by n. We will say that the Q{U)-game on X 
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is "£-unfavourable if the player E does not have a winning strategy in this game. 

The following lemma incorporates the notion of a "minimal mapping" between 

topological spaces. A set-valued mapping cp : X -+ 2Y acting between topological 

spaces X and Y is said to be minimal if for each pair of open subsets U of X and 

W of Y such that cp(U) n W =J 0 there exists a non-empty open subset V ~ U 

such that cp(V) ~ W. This definition is modelled on the characterising property of 

the minimality of usco mappings, i.e., an usco mapping cp : X -+ 2Y acting from a 

topological space X into subsets of a topological space Y is a minimal usco if, and 

only if, cp is a "minimal" mapping (see Lemma 2.3). 

Let U be any open cover of a topological space X and let t be any strategy 

for the player E in the g (U)-game played on X. We shall denote by P the space 

of all t-plays endowed with the Baire metric d, that is, if p := {Bn : n E N} and 

p' := { B~ : n E N} then d(p, p') = 0 if p = p' and otherwise, d(p, p') = 1/n, where 

n := min{i EN: Bi =J Ba. It is straight forward to verify that (P, d) is a complete 

metric space, (Kenderov et al., 2001a). 

Lemma 2.9 (Kenderov et al., 2001a, Corollary 3) Let X be a topological space, U 

be any open cover of X, t be a strategy for the player E in the Q(U)-game and let P 

denote the space of all t-plays, endowed with the Baire metric. Then the set-valued 

mapping F : P -+ 2x defined by, 

00 

F(p) := n Bn, where p := {Bn: n EN} is at-play 
n=l 

is a minimal mapping. 

Our future investigations also rely upon the following theorem of Alexandroff. 

Theorem 2.10 (Kelley, 1975, p.208) A G6 set in a complete metric space is home

omorphic to a complete metric space (i.e., if G is a G 6 subset of a complete metric 

space then G is completely metrizable). 

Theorem 2.11 (Kalenda, 1997) For a completely regular topological space (X, T), 

the following properties are equivalent: 
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(i) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M-+ 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M into X is single-valued at some point of M. 

(ii) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M-+ 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M into X is single-valued at the points of a dense subset of M. 

(iii) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M-+ 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M into X is single-valued at the points of an everywhere second 

category subset of M. 

Proof. We see that the implications (iii) => (ii) => (i) are obvious. We will show 

that (i) => (iii). Let M be a complete metric space and cp: M-+ 2x be a minimal 

non-empty valued mapping such that U := {m EM: cp(m) is single-valued} is not 

an everywhere second category subset of M. Then there is a non-empty open subset 

V of M such that U n V is first category in V. Therefore there exists a dense G 0 

subset G of V such that G n U = 0. Now by applying Lemma 2.8 twice, we get 

that cpla is a minimal mapping. As G is a G0 subset, it follows from Theorem 2.10 

that it is completely metrizable. However, this contradicts (i) since cpla is nowhere 

single-valued on G. D 

Remark 2.12 All the properties given in Theorem 2.11 also hold when the mapping 

is an usco and the domain spaces belong to a class of Baire spaces that is closed 

with respect to taking open subspaces and dense G0 subsets (see Chapter 3). In 

particular, when the domain space is a complete metric space (see Theorem 2.10} 

or an a-favourable space (see Theorem 5.6). 

Theorem 2.13 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2003, Theorem 1) For a completely 

regular topological space (X, T) with weight K, ~ No, the following properties are 

equivalent: 

(i) The Q(T)-game on X is E-unfavourable. 
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(ii) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M --t 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M of density at most K, into X is single-valued at some point of 

M. 

(iii) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M --t 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M into X is single-valued at some point of M. 

(iv) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M --t 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M into X is single-valued at the points of a dense subset of M. 

(v) Every minimal non-empty valued mapping cp: M --t 2x acting from a complete 

metric space M into X is single-valued at the points of an everywhere second 

category subset of M. 

Proof. The implications (v) => (iv) => (iii) => (ii) are obvious and the implications 

(iii) => (iv) => (v) follow from Theorem 2.11. So it is sufficient to show that (ii) => 

(i) and (i) => (iii). We will first show that (ii) => (i). Let B be a topological base for 

(X, r) with cardinality K, and let t := (tn : n E N) be a strategy for the player E in 

the g ( r )-game played on X. We need to show that t is not a winning strategy, that 

is, we need to construct a t-play, { Bn : n E N} in which n wins. To accomplish this 

we consider a new game on X. Namely, we consider the Q(B*)-game on X, where 

B* := BU {X}. For this game we inductively define a strategy t' := (t~: n EN) for 

the player E in terms of the strategy t. 

First we define t; (0) := t 1 (0) and then under the assumption that for each 

1 ~ j ~ n, tj has been defined in such a way that each partial t'-play of length at 

most n is a partial t-play, we define t~+l (B1, B2, ... , Bn) := tn+l (Bi, B2, ... , Bn), 

This completes the definition oft' := (t~ : n E N). With this definition we see that 

every t' -play is a t-play. In fact, t' is essentially the restriction of the strategy t to 

the Q(B*)-game. Next we let P denote the space of all t'-plays endowed with the 

Baire metric d. We claim however that the density of (P, d) is at most K,, To see 

this, we first observe that there are at most K, partial t'-plays and that for every 

partial t' -play { B j : 1 ~ j ~ n} we may fix a unique extension to a full t' -play, 
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namely, that defined Bk := tk(B1 , B2, ... , Bk_i) (i.e., BZ := X) for all k > n. One 

may now check that the set of all these extensions is dense in (P, d). Therefore, the 

density of (P, d) is at most r;,. 

Next we define a set-valued mapping F : P -+ 2x acting from the complete 

metric space P into X by, 

00 

F(p) := n En, where p := {En : n E N}. 
n=l 

If F(p) = 0 for some t'-play p, then n wins the play and sot is not a winning strategy 

for the player E in the 9(7)-game played on X and this completes the proof. Hence 

we shall assume that F has non-empty values. It now follows from Lemma 2.9 that 

F is a minimal mapping. Now from (ii) we see that F(p) is a singleton for some 

p E P. Thus pis at-play in which n wins. Therefore tis not a winning strategy for 

the player E in the Q ( T )-game played on X. 

Now we will show that (i) ~ (iii). Let M be a complete metric space and 

cp : M -+ 2x be a minimal non-empty valued mapping. We will show that cp is single

valued at some point of M. To do this we will construct a strategy t := (tn : n E N) 

for the player E and use the fact that E does not win some t-play. For the sake of 

notation, we define W0 :=Mand Bo:= X. 

Step 1: Define t1 (0) := cp(W1) where W1 is any non-empty open subset of W0 with 

diam(Wi) < 1 and cp(Wi) ~ B0 • 

Now suppose that the non-empty open sets Wiand ti have been defined for each 

t-sequence (B1, B2, ... , Bi_i) of length (j - 1) (for 1 ~ j ~ n) so that 

Step (n + 1): For each t-sequence (B1, B2, ... , En) of length n, by the minimality 

of cp we can choose a non-empty open set Wn+I so that 

(i) Wn+I ~ W n+I ~ Wn with diam(Wn+1) < 1/(n + 1) and cp(Wn+I) ~ En and 

then define 
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This completes the definition of the strategy t := (tn : n E N). Thus for any t-play 

we have the following: 

00 00 00 

0 # cp(n Wn) ~ n cp(Wn) = n Bn. 
n=l n=l n=l 

Since the Q(r)-game on Xis E-unfavourable there is some t-play {Bn: n EN} that 

is won by 0. This means that n~=1 Bn is either empty or consists of exactly one 

point. Since from above n~=1 Bn =/ 0, it must be the case that the non-empty set 

n~=1 Bn has exactly one point. This shows that cp is single-valued at the point of 

n~=1 Wn ~ M and this completes the proof. D 

Theorem 2.13 enables us to establish the relationship between weakly StegaJl 

spaces and fragmentable spaces. In (Kenderov and Moors, 1996, Theorem 1.1) the 

authors show that a space (X, r) is fragmentable if, and only if, the player n has a 

winning strategy in the Q(X)-game played on X. This contrasts with the situation 

for weakly Stegall spaces which are characterised by the lack of a winning strategy for 

the player E. Hence the distinction between being fragmentable and being weakly 

Stegall is equivalent to the distinction between n having a winning strategy and E 

not having a winning strategy. 

2.2.2 Game determined spaces 

We consider on a topological space X another game known as the Determination 

game and we shall denote it by DG(X). The game DG(X) is a variation of the 

Q(U)-game. The same players E and n are involved in the DG(X) game and the 

rules are the same as in the Q (U)-game. The only difference is in the definition of 

winning. The player n is said to have won a play p = {(An, Bn) : n E N}, if the 

set K(p) := n~=l An is either empty or is a compact set in X such that for every 

open set U containing K(p) there exists some n E N with An ~ U. Otherwise the 

player E is said to have won the play. A topological space X is said to be game 
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determined if the player n has a winning strategy in the DG(X) game. Examples of 

game determined spaces include: p-spaces, Moore spaces, (Kenderov et al., 2001a) 

and spaces with countable separation (see Chapter 5 for more details). 

Before we proceed further we need the following results from (Kenderov et al., 

2001a). Let us consider a non-empty valued mapping F : Z -+ X acting from a 

topological space Z into a completely regular space X. Suppose bX is a compact

ification of X. The closure of the graph of F in Z x bX is a graph of some usco 

mapping P : Z -+ bX. It is easily seen that if F is minimal, then P is minimal 

as well. Moreover, the graph of P does not contain, as a proper subset, the graph 

of any other usco with the same domain. Hence we see that P is a minimal usco 

mapping. 

Theorem 2.14 (Kenderov et al., 2001a, Theorem 6) Let F: Z-+ X be a minimal 

non-empty valued mapping acting from a Baire space Z into a game determined 

space X. Suppose bX is a compactification of X and P : Z -+ bX is the set-valued 

mapping whose graph coincides with the closure in Z x bX of the graph of F. Then 

the set C := {z E Z: F(z) ~ X} contains a dense G6 subset of Z. 

Theorem 2.15 Let (X, r) be a game determined topological space. Then X is 

weakly Stegall if, and only if, every minimal non-empty valued mapping acting from 

a complete metric space M into X is single-valued at some point of M. 

Proof. The backward implication easily follows from the fact that every minimal 

usco is a minimal non-empty valued mapping (see Remark 2.12). We shall now 

consider the converse. 

Let cp : M -+ 2x be a minimal non-empty valued mapping acting from a complete 

metric space M into a weakly Stegall space X. Then by Theorem 2.14 there is a 

dense G6 subset G of M and a minimal usco (p : G -+ 2x such that cp(m) ~ (p(m) 

for all m E G. Now since G is a G6 subset of a complete metric space it follows 

from Theorem 2.10 that G is completely metrizable and since X is weakly Stegall, 
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we have that cjJ is single-valued at some point of G and so r.p is single-valued at some 

point of M; which completes the proof. D 

2.2.3 Permanence properties of weakly Stegall spaces 

Weakly Stegall spaces enjoy several permanence properties similar to that of Stegall 

spaces. To describe and prove these properties we will need the following definitions 

and proposition. 

For a topological space X we shall denote by 'D(X) the smallest a-algebra of 

subsets on X that is stable under the Souslin operation and contains all the open 

subsets of X. Let us recall the definition of Souslin operation. We say that a family 

of sets A is closed under the Souslin operation if all the sets of the form 

LJ {n{A(aln): n ~ 1}: a E ~} with A(aln) EA 

are contained in A. Here we use the notation aln to denote (a1 , a2 , ... , an) when 

(a1, a2, ··.,an, ... ) E ~. 

A subset A of a topological space X is called a Baire property set if it is a member 

of the smallest a-algebra of subsets of X, that contains the Borel subsets of X and 

the first category sets. The following result is a consequence of Proposition 5.1 and 

Proposition 5.3 of (Stegall, 1991). 

Proposition 2.16 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Proposition 1) Let r.p: B-+ 

2x be a minimal usco acting from a Baire space B into a topological space X. If 

K E 'D(X) and r.p- 1 (K) := {b E B : r.p(b) n K =/= 0} is second category then there 

exist a non-empty open subset U of B and a dense G6 subset G of U such that 

r.p(G) ~ K. 

Proof. From (Stegall, 1991, Proposition 5.3) it follows that r.p- 1 (K) is a Baire 

property set. The theorem of Szpilrajn-Marczewski says that each Baire property 

set S has the following representation: S = (U \ F) U (F \ U) where U is an open set 

and F is a first category set. Therefore we can write r.p- 1 (K) as (U \ F) U (F \ U) 
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where U is an open subset of Band Fis a first category set. Since r.p- 1(K) is second 

category, U must be non-empty. Now since Fis a first category set, we observe here 

that R := U \ F is a residual set in U. The proof then follows from (Stegall, 1991, 

Proposition 5.1) where it was shown that there exists a dense G5 subset G' of B 

such that for each b E G' either r.p(b) ~ K or r.p(b) n K = 0. Then on G := G' n R 

which is residual in U, r.p(b) ~ K for each b E G. D 

A continuous mapping f : X -+ Y is called a perfect mapping if it is onto, maps 

closed sets to closed sets and 1-1 (y) is compact for each y E Y. In (Kalenda, 1999), 

the author proves part (iii) of the following theorem for the case when each Xn is a 

closed set in X. But below we generalise this result as in part (iii) of (Moors and 

Somasundaram, 2002a, Theorem 11). 

Theorem 2.17 (Kalenda, 1999, Proposition W2) Let (X, r) and (Y, r') be topolog

ical spaces. 

(i) Let f : X -+ Y be a perfect mapping onto Y. If X is a weakly Stegall space 

then so is Y. 

(ii) Let f : X -+ Y be a continuous one-to-one mapping. If Y is a weakly Stegall 

space then so is X. 

(iii) Let {Xn : n E N} be a cover of X. If each Xn E V(X) is a weakly Stegall 

space then X is a weakly Stegall space. 

(iv) If X belongs to weakly Stegall spaces and Y belongs to Stegall spaces then the 

product X x Y belongs to weakly Stegall spaces. 

Proof. 

(i) Let M be a complete metric space and let r.p : M -+ 2Y be a minimal usco. 

Since f : X-+ Y is a perfect mapping, y H 1-1(y) is an usco mapping. Then 

1-1 o r.p: M-+ 2x is an usco as the composition of an usco with another usco 

is still an usco. Let '¢ be a minimal usco of 1-1 o r.p whose graph is contained 
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in the graph of 1-1 o cp. Hence (! o 'lj;)(m) ~ cp(m) for all m E M. By the 

minimality of cp we must have that (! o'I/J)(m) = cp(m) for all m E M. Since X 

is a weakly Stegall space, there is some point m E M such that '1/J(m) is single

valued. Therefore cp(m) = /('1/J(m)) is also single-valued. Thus the minimal 

usco cp: M-+ 2Y is single-valued at some point of M. Therefore we conclude 

that Y is a weakly Stegall space. 

(ii) Let M be a complete metric space and let cp : M -+ 2x be a minimal usco. 

Since f : X -+ Y is continuous, by Lemma 2.4 we have that f o cp : M -+ 2Y 

is a minimal usco. Since Y is a weakly Stegall space (! o cp )( m) = f ( cp( m)) 

is single-valued at some point m E M. Now since f is one-to-one, cp(m) is 

single-valued and this shows that X is a weakly Stegall space. 

(iii) Let M be a complete metric space and let cp : M -+ 2x be a minimal usco. 

For each n E N, let Mn := cp-1(Xn) := {m E M : cp(m) n Xn =/= 0}. Then 

M = LJ~=l Mn and so there is some n0 EN such that Mno is second category. 

Therefore by Proposition 2.16, there exist a non-empty open subset U of M 

and a dense G0 subset G ~ U such that cp(G) ~ Xno· By Theorem 2.10, G is 

completely metrizable and by Lemma 2.3 'Pia is a minimal usco. Therefore as 

Xno is a weakly Stegall space there is some point m E G such that cpla(m) = 

cp(m) is a singleton. 

(iv) Let M be a complete metric space and let cp: M-+ 2xxY be a minimal usco. 

Denote by Ilx the canonical projection of X x Y onto X. Then by Lemma 2.4, 

Ilx o cp : M -+ 2x is a minimal usco. Since X is a weakly Stegall space, it 

follows from Theorem 2.11 that Ilx o cp : M -+ 2x is single-valued at the 

points of an everywhere second category subset A ~ M. Denote by ITy the 

canonical projection of Xx Y onto Y. Then by Lemma 2.4, Ily o cp: M-+ 2Y 

is a minimal usco. Since Y is a Stegall space, Ily o cp : M -+ 2Y is single

valued at the points of a residual subset B of M. Hence the minimal usco 

cp : M -+ 2xxY is single-valued at the points of An B, which is a non-empty 
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set. Therefore, X x Y is a weakly Stegall space and the proof is complete. D 

In general the product of weakly Stegall spaces is not a weakly Stegall space 

unlike the case for the classes of fragmentable and Stegall spaces. Further details of 

this, including the proof, are delayed until Chapter 3. Next we give some sufficiency 

conditions for a topological space to be a weakly Stegall space. 

Lemma 2.18 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Lemma 4) Let <p : X -+ 2Y be 

a minimal usco acting from a topological space X into a topological space Y. If 

{ Ck : 1 ::; k ::; n} is a family of closed subsets of Y and U is a non-empty open 

subset of X such that cp(U) ~ LJ;=1 Ck then there exist a k0 E {1, 2, ... , n} and a 

non-empty open subset V of U such that cp(V) ~ Cko. 

Proof. For each k E {1, 2, ... , n}, let Uk := {t E U : cp(t) n Ck =I= 0}, then 

{Uk: 1 ::; k::; n} is a closed cover of U. Hence for some k0 E {1, 2, ... , n}, V := 

int(Uk0 ) =/= 0. It now follows from Lemma 2.3 that cp(V) ~ Cko· D 

A subset Kofa topological space Tis said to be relatively pseudo-compact in T if 

every continuous real-valued mapping defined on Tis bounded on K. The following 

lemma is a slight generalisation of Stone's well-known "lattice formulation" of the 

Stone-Weierstrass theorem (see (Kelley, 1975, p.244) or (Stone, 1948)). 

Lemma 2.19 (Troallic, 2000, Lemma 3.3) Let K be a relatively pseudo-compact 

subset of a topological space T and let Tp denote the topology (on C(T)) of point

wise convergence on T. If L is a countable sublattice of C(T) and f E I',, then 

for each E > 0 there exist an le E L and an open set Ue containing K such that 

IJ(k) - le(k)I < E for all k E Ue. 

A completely regular space K is said to be pseudo-countably determined if there 

exists a second countable space Panda set-valued mapping 'I/; from Ponto K such 

that (i) for each p E P, '1/)(p) is relatively pseudo-compact in K and (ii) for each 

p E P and open set W in K with '1/;(p) ~ W there exists a neighbourhood U of p 

such that '1/;(U) ~ W. We shall call a set-valued mapping 'I/; that satisfies conditions 

(i) and (ii) a pseudo-usco. 
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Theorem 2.20 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Theorem 12) Let K be a pseudo

countably determined topological space. Then Cp(K) is weakly Stegall. 

Proof. Let cp: M --r 2C(K) be a minimal usco acting from a complete metric space 

M into C(K). We will show that there is a point t00 E M such that cp(t00 ) is a 

singleton. Since K is a pseudo-countably determined topological space there exists 

a second countable space P (with countable base {Un : n E N}) and a pseudo-usco 

mapping 'I/; : P --r 2K from P onto K, i.e., K = '1/;(P). For each n E N we shall 

define Pn : C(K) --r R_+ U { oo} by, 

PnU) := sup{IJ(k)I : k E '1/;(Un)} 

and Bn(r) <;;; C(K) by, Bn(r) := {/ E C(K) : PnU) $ r }. (Note: each Bn(r) is 

Tp-closed and convex.) We shall also let a : N --r N be any mapping onto N such 

that for each n EN, a- 1(n) is cofinal in N. We now proceed inductively. 

Step 1: Choose / 1 E cp(Vo), with V0 :=Mand let Li := (/1) = {/1} (i.e., the lattice 

generated by Ji). Then put s1 := sup{min{Puci> (! - l) : l E L1} : J E cp(Vo)}. If 

s1 = oo, then choose a non-empty open subset Vi <;;; V 1 <;;; Vo such that 

diam(Vi.) < 1 and cp(Vi.) n [L1 + Buci> (1)] = 0. 

Note: It is possible to do this by Lemma 2.2 since cp is a minimal usco, L1 + 

Buc1/l) is Tp-closed and cp(Vo) % Li + Buc1/1). Otherwise (i.e., s1 < oo and 

cp(V0 ) <;;; L1 + Buc1/s1)) one of the two cases must hold: (a) s1 = 0 or (b) 0 < s1 < oo. 

In case (a) cp(V0 ) <;;; L1 + Buc1/si) and so there exists a non-empty open subset 

Vi. <;;; V 1 <;;; V0 such that 

In case (b) we may choose a non-empty open subset W <;;; Vo such that 

Note: It is possible to do this by Lemma 2.2 since cp is a minimal usco, L1 + 

Buell (si/2) is Tp-closed and cp(Vo) % Li + Buc1> (si/2). Now by Lemma 2.18 there 
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exists a non-empty open subset Vi ~ V 1 ~ W ~ Vo such that 

In both cases (a) and (b) inf{min{Puci> (! - l) : l E £1} : f E cp(Vi)} ~ si/2. 

In general, suppose that we have completed the first n steps of the induction. 

Then we will have constructed the sets: Vn ~ V n ~ Vn-l ~ · · · l-,; ~ V2 ~ Vi such 

that diam(V;) < 1/ j for all 1 ::; j ::; n and finite lattices L; := (!1, h, ... , !;) with 

!; E cp(V;-1) for all 1 ::; j ::; n and extended real numbers {s; : 1 ::; j::; n} defined 

by, s; := sup{min{Puci>(f- l): l EL;}: f E V;-1} such that either; 

(i) cp(V;) n [L; + Buu/1)] = 0 (in the case s; = oo) or 

(ii) inf{min{Puu>(J - l) : l EL;} : f E cp(V;)} ~ s;/2 and cp(V;) ~ l; + Buc;>(s;) 

for some l; E L; (in the case O::; s; < oo). 

Step (n + 1): Choose fn+l E cp(Vn) and let Ln+l := (!1, h, ... , fn+1) (i.e., the 

lattice generated by {Ji, h, ... , fn+1}; which is a finite set). Then put 

Bn+1 := sup{min{pCT(n+l)(J - l): l E Ln+1}: f E cp(Vn)}, 

If Bn+l = oo then choose a non-empty open set Vn+l ~ V n+l ~ Vn such that 

diam(Vn+1) < 1/(n + 1) and cp(Vn+d n [Ln+l + BCT(n+l) (1)] = 0. 

Note: It is possible to do this by Lemma 2.2 since cp is a minimal usco, cp(Vn) '/:. 

Ln+l + BCT(n+I) (1) and Ln+l + BCT(n+l/l) is Tp-closed. Otherwise, (i.e., Bn+1 < 00 and 

cp(Vn) ~ Ln+l + Bucn+i> (sn+1)) one of the two cases must hold: (a) Bn+1 = 0 or (b) 

O < Bn+1 < oo. In case (a) cp(Vn) ~ Ln+l + Bucn+i> (sn+1) and so by Lemma 2.18 

there exists a non-empty open subset Vn+l ~ V n+l ~ Vn such that 

In case (b) we may choose a non-empty open subset W ~ Vn such that 
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Note: It is possible to do this by Lemma 2.2 since cp is a minimal usco, Ln+l + 

Bu(n+l) (sn+i/2) is Tp-closed and cp(Vn) '/:. Ln+l +Bu(n+l) (sn+i/2). Now by Lemma 2.18 

there exists a non-empty open subset Vn+l ~ V n+l ~ W ~ Vo such that 

In both cases (a) and (b) inf{min{Pucn+i) (J-l) : l E Ln+1}: / E cp(Vn+1)} ~ Sn+i/2. 

This completes the induction. 

Let {too} := n~=1 Vn. We claim that cp is single-valued at t00 • To justify this 

assertion let us consider the following argument. Let f, g E cp(t00 ) and k E K. We 

need to show that IJ(k) - g(k)I = 0. To this end, let c be an arbitrary positive 

real number less than 1. Since 'I/; is onto there exists a p E P such that k E '1/;(p). 

Let / 00 E cp(t00 ) be a rp-cluster point of the sequence Un : n E N). The existence 

of such a cluster point follows from the fact that cp is an usco mapping. Then 

/ 00 E {fn: n EN} P ~ L00 rp' where L00 := UnENLn, Now since '1/;(p) is relatively 

pseudo-compact and L 00 is a lattice we have by Lemma 2.19 that there exists an 

l00 E L00 and an open set U containing 'I/; (p) such that If 00 ( k') - l00 ( k') I < c / 4 for 

all k' E U. 

Since 'I/; is a pseudo-usco mapping there exists an no EN such that PnoU00 -l00 ) < 

c/4. Next, if we choose i sufficiently large so that l00 E Li and a(i) = no, then at 

the ith stage of the induction si < oo since / 00 E cp(Yi) n [Li+ Bu(il(l)] =/. 0 and so 

c/4 > PnoUoo - l00 ) ~ inf{min{PnoU - l) : l E Li}:/ E cp(Yi)} ~ si/2. 

Therefore O::; si ::; c/2. Moreover, by the construction we have that 

and so I/ ( k) - g ( k) I ::; c and this completes the proof. D 

Remark 2.21 Let us further note that by appealing to the game characterisation of 

Jragmentability given in (Kenderov and Moors, 1996) one can modify the argument 

in Theorem 2.20 to show the following: "Suppose K is pseudo-countably determined 
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and B ~ Cp(K). If player n has a strategy s in the Q(Tp)-game played on B such 

that for every s-play {An : n E N} either (i) n~1 An = 0 or (ii) every sequence 

Un : n E N) with fn E An for all n E N has a Tp-cluster point in Cp(K), then B is 

fragmented by a metric d such that the d-topology is at least as strong as the relative 

pointwise topology on B ". In particular, if B is game determined in Gp ( K), then 

player n has a winning strategy. 

Corollary 2.22 (Kenderov and Moors, 1996, Theorem 2.2) If Xis a weakly count

ably determined space then (X*, weak*) is fragmentable. 

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that (X*, weak*) is a game determined 

subspace of Cp(X, weak) and the previous remark. D 

2.3 Banach space version of weakly Stegall spaces 

We say that a Banach space X belongs to class( wS) if (X*, weak*) is a weakly 

Stegall space. We shall now establish some permanence properties of class( wS). 

Theorem 2.23 Let X and Y be Banach spaces. 

(i) If XE class(wS) and T: X-+ Y is a bounded linear mapping from X into a 

Banach space Y with dense range, then Y E class( wS). In particular, if X E 

class( wS), then every quotient of X is in class( wS). 

(ii) If XE class(wS) and Y is a subspace of X, then YE class(wS). 

(iii) If XE class(wS) and YE class(S), then Xx YE class(wS). 
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Proof. 

(i) Let XE class(wS) and T: X-+ Y be a bounded linear mapping from X into 

a Banach space Y with dense range. Hence T* : (Y*, weak*) -+ (X*, weak*) 

is one-to-one and weak* -to-weak* continuous. Hence we conclude by Theo

rem 2.17 part (ii) that YE class(wS). 

(ii) Let XE class(wS). Then (Bx•, weak*) is a member of weakly Stegall spaces. 

Now T : (Bx•, weak*) -+ (Br, weak*) defined by T(x*) := x*ly is a per

fect mapping (since a continuous function on a compact space is perfect). 

Thus by Theorem 2.17 part (i) (By,, weak*) is weakly Stegall. Therefore, 

by Theorem 2.17 part (iii), (Y*, weak*) is weakly Stegall and so we conclude 

YE class(wS). 

(iii) Since (X*, weak*) is a weakly Stegall space and (Y*, weak*) is a Stegall space, 

it follows from Theorem 2.17 part (iv) that X* x Y* is weakly Stegall. Since 

(X x Y)* is homeomorphic to X* x Y* in the weak* topology, we conclude 

that (X x Y)* is weakly Stegall, i.e., Xx YE class(wS). D 

2.4 Almost weak Asplund spaces 

We shall now study a new class of Banach spaces that will help us distinguish 

the weak Asplund spaces from the Gateaux differentiability spaces. We say that a 

Banach space X is an almost weak Asplund space if every continuous convex function 

defined on it is Gateaux differentiable at the points of an everywhere second category 

subset of X. 

We note here that the definitions of weak Asplund (almost weak Asplund) 

[Gateaux differentiability] spaces are equivalent to every continuous convex function 

defined on a non-empty open convex subset A of a Banach space X being Gateaux 

differentiable at the points of a residual (everywhere second category) [dense] sub

sets of A. This was originally proven in (Asplund, 1968) for the case when X is a 
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weak Asplund space but below we provide a proof for the case when Xis an almost 

weak Asplund space. To do this we need to recall that a real-valued function f 

defined on a non-empty open subset A of a Banach space X is Lipschitz on A if 

there exists a K > 0 such that 

lf(x) - f(y)I :::; Kllx - YII for all x, y EA. 

In order to proceed further we need the notion of a "subdifferential mapping". 

Let cp : A -t JR be a continuous convex function defined on a non-empty open convex 

subset A of a Banach space X. Then the subdifferential mapping of cp is the mapping 

8cp : A -t 2x· defined by, 

8cp(x) := {x* EX* : x*(y - x) :::; cp(y) - cp(x) for all y EA}. 

As we shall see later, the relationship between weakly Stegall spaces and almost 

weak Asplund spaces is established through the subdifferential mapping. We shall 

now give a well-known property of the subdifferential mapping. 

Proposition 2.24 (Phelps, 1993) If cp is a continuous convex function defined on 

a non-empty open convex subset A of a Banach space X, then the subdifferential 

mapping x H 8cp(x) is weak* upper semicontinuous on A and for each x E A, 8cp(x) 

is non-empty and weak* compact (i.e., the subdifferential mapping x H 8cp(x) is a 

weak* usco on A). 

Next we establish the relationship between the subdifferential mapping and 

Gateaux and Frechet differentiability of convex functions that will be needed in 

the upcoming chapters. 

Proposition 2.25 (Giles, 1982) If cp is a continuous convex function defined on a 

non-empty open convex subset A of a Banach space X, then it is Gateaux {Frechet) 

differentiable at a point x E A if, and only if, the subdifferential mapping x H 8cp(x) 

is single-valued (single-valued and and norm upper semicontinuous) at x. 

We shall now consider the following lemma which plays a crucial part in the 

proof of the next theorem. 
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Lemma 2.26 (Phelps, 1993, Lemma 2.31) Let f be a continuous convex function 

defined on a non-empty open convex subset A of a Banach space X and let x0 E A. 

Then there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 in A and a convex Lipschitz function J 
defined on X such that flu= f. 

Proof. Given n E N, x E X define fn to be the "inf-convolution" off and nll · II: 

fn(x) := inf {f(y) + nllx - YII : y E A}. 

We need to show that ln(x) > -oo for all x EX and for all sufficiently large values 

of n. To this end, let Xo E A and choose x* E 8l(x0). If n ~ llx*II, then for any 

x E X and y E A we have 

l(y) - f(xo) ~ x*(y - xo) ~ -nllY - xoll ~ -nllY - xii - nllx - xoll, 

so ln(x) ~ l(xo) - nllx - xoll, Thus we can assume that n is large enough that 

ln(x) > -oo for all values of x EX. It then follows easily from the definition that 

for x1, x2 E X, 0 ::; .X ::; 1 and any c > 0, we have .Xfn(xi) + (1 - .X)fn(x2) ~ 

ln(.Xx1 + (1 - .X)x2) - £, so In is convex. If we take y = x in the definition of ln(x) 

we see that fn(x) ::; f(x) for all x E A. 

Moreover, given u, v EX and c > 0 we can choose y EA such that 

ln(u) > l(y) + nllu - YII - €. 

Since 

fn(v) ::; l(y) + nllv - YII 

we have 

ln(v) - fn(u) < f(y) + nllv - YII - [J(y) + nllu - YII - c] ::; nllv - ull + £, 

which shows that 

ln(u) - fn(v) ::; nllu - vii for all u, v EX. 

Interchanging u and v proves that In has Lipschitz constant n. Since 81 is locally 

bounded, there exists a neighbourhood U of Xo and an n E N such that 8/(U) 
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is contained in the ball nB x•. Suppose that x E U and choose any functional 

x* E 8/(x); then llx*II ~ n and for ally EA 

J(x) ~ J(y) + x*(x - y) ~ J(y) + nllx - YII, 

which implies that J(x) ~ fn(x) and this shows f = fn in U. D 

Theorem 2.27 A Banach space X is an almost weak Asplund space if, and only 

if, every continuous convex function defined on a non-empty open convex subset A 

of X is Gateaux differentiable at the points of an everywhere second category subset 

of A. 

Proof. It is immediately clear from the definition that if every continuous convex 

function defined on a non-empty open convex subset A of X is Gateaux differentiable 

at the points of an everywhere second category subset of A then X is an almost 

weak Asplund space. Let us consider the converse. Let f be a continuous convex 

function defined on a non-empty open convex subset A of X and let x0 E A. Then 

by Lemma 2.26, there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 and a continuous convex 

function j defined on X such that flu = f. The continuous convex function Jon 

X is Gateaux differentiable at the points of an everywhere second category subset 

S ~ X. This implies that f is Gateaux differentiable at the points of S n U which 

is a second category subset of U and this completes the proof. D 

It follows easily from the definition that every weak Asplund space is an almost 

weak Asplund space and every almost weak Asplund space is a Gateaux differentia

bility space. While we show in Chapter 4 that there are examples of almost weak 

Asplund spaces that are not weak Asplund, the question as to whether the classes 

of almost weak Asplund spaces and Gateaux differentiability spaces coincide still 

remains open. 
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2.4.1 Establishing the relationship between different classes 

of Banach spaces 

We will now establish the connection between class( wS) and almost weak Asplund 

spaces and also the connection between f:, class(S) and weak Asplund spaces. But 

to do this, let us consider the right-hand and left-hand derivatives of convex func

tions. 

Let <p be a continuous convex function defined on a non-empty open convex 

subset A of a normed linear space X. Then the right-hand derivative of <p at x E A 

in the direction y E X is given by 

, ( . ) ·- 1. cp(x + ,\y) - cp(x) 
<p+ X, y .- Im , . 

.X--tO+ I\ 

Similarly, the left-hand derivative of <p at x E A in the direction y E X is given by 

<p~(x; y) := lim <p(x + ,\y) - <p(x) . 
.X--+O- A 

Therefore <p is Gateaux differentiable at x E A in the direction y E X if, and only if, 

<p ~ ( x; y) = <p1
_ ( x; y). The following proposition, although elementary is important 

for our purposes. 

Proposition 2.28 (Giles, 1982, p.118) Let <p be a continuous convex function de

fined on a normed linear space X and let x E X. If y H <p~(x; y) is linear on X 

then <p is Gateaux differentiable at x. 

Proof. For all y E X, 0 = <p~(x)(y - y) = <p~(x)(y) + <p~(x)(-y). So we have, 

<p~(x)(y) = -<p~(x)(-y) = <p~(x)(y) and thus we conclude that <pis Gateaux 

differentiable at x. D 

The relationship between class( wS) and both almost weak Asplund spaces and 

Gateaux differentiability spaces is revealed in the next theorem. 

Theorem 2.29 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Theorem 13) Every member 

of class( wS) is an almost weak Asplund space. In particular, every member of 

class( wS) is a Gateaux differentiability space. 
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Proof. Suppose X E class(wS). Let cp : A -t JR be a continuous convex function 

defined on a non-empty open convex subset A of X and let 'I/; : A -t 2x· be a 

minimal usco on A such that '1/;(x) ~ 8cp(x) for all x E A. As A is a non-empty open 

(and hence G5) subset of a complete metric space, it follows from Theorem 2.10 that 

A itself is completely metrizable and since (X*, weak*) is a weakly Stegall space, 

it follows from Theorem 2.11 that there must exist an everywhere second category 

subset R of A on which 'I/; is single-valued. Next we let a : A -+ (X*, weak*) be any 

selection of 'I/; and let x E R. We claim that cp is Gateaux differentiable at x. For 

any y EX and A > 0 we have, by the definition of 8cp, that 

a(x)(.Xy) ::; cp(x + .Xy) - cp(x) ::; a(x + .Xy)(.Xy). 

Since by Proposition 2.24, a is weak* continuous at x we have that, 

( )( ) 1. cp(x + .Xy) - cp(x) 
a X y = lm , . 

>.-to+ I\ 

This means by Proposition 2.28 that cp is Gateaux differentiable at x, with derivative 

a(x), and this completes the proof. D 

We shall now review the connection between class(S) and weak Asplund spaces. 

Theorem 2.30 (Stegall, 1983) Every member of class(S) is weak Asplund. 

The proof of Theorem 2.30 is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.29 and we 

shall not present it here. The class(S) spaces are the largest known well-behaved 

subclass of weak Asplund spaces. Next we review the connection between the classes 

of fragmentable and Stegall spaces. 

Theorem 2.31 (Namioka, 1983) Every fragmentable space is a Stegall space. In 

particular, f: ~ class( S). 

Proof. Let X be a fragmentable topological space and d be a fragmenting metric 

on X. Let B be a Baire space and cp : B -+ 2x be a minimal usco. For each n E N, 

consider the set 

On:= LJ{open sets V: d-diam[cp(V)] < 1/n}. 
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Clearly each On is open. We claim that each On is dense in B. To this end, let U 

be a non-empty open subset of B. Since X is fragmented there exists an open set 

W in X, such that W n cp(U) =J 0 and d-diam[W n cp(U)] < 1/n. It follows from 

the characterisation of the minimality of cp given in Lemma 2.3 that there exists a 

non-empty open set V of U such that cp(V) ~ W. Hence d-diam[cp(V)] < 1/n and 

so 0 =/ V ~ On n U. This proves that On is dense in B. It now follows that cp is 

single-valued at each point of n:=l On; which completes the proof. D 

Thus we have the following relationship between the spaces: 

f: ~ class(S) ~ weak Asplund spaces~ almost weak Asplund spaces ~ GDS 

where the last two implications come directly from the definitions of Gateaux _dif

ferentiability spaces (GDS) and almost weak Asplund spaces. 

In the next chapter, we will continue our study of weakly Stegall spaces by con

sidering Banach spaces of the form C(K) for a particular class of compact Hausdorff 

spaces K. 



Chapter 3 

C (KA) spaces 

In this chapter we review the role of C(K) spaces (Banach spaces of continuous func

tions defined on a compact Hausdorff space K, endowed with the supremum norm) 

in distinguishing the classes: f:, class(S) and weak Asplund spaces. Specifically we 

shall consider the role that the Kalenda compacta have played in this situation. 

In the first section of this chapter we define the Kalenda compacta KA and give 

a characterisation of when they belong to the classes of (i) fragmentable spaces, (ii) 

Stegall spaces and (iii) weakly Stegall spaces. Our goal in the second section is to 

provide a detailed description of the duals of the C(KA) spaces. Subsequent to this, 

we characterise when Banach spaces of the form C(KA) belong to f: and class(S). 

We then use the characterisation of the C(KA) spaces to give examples of Banach 

spaces that are (i) in class(S) but not in f:, (ii) weak Asplund but not in f: and 

(iii) weak Asplund but not in class(S). In the final section of this chapter, we show 

that there exists a weakly Stegall compact space KA such that (C(KA)*, weak*) is 

not weakly Stegall. 

3.1 Kalenda compacta 

We shall study the Kalenda compacta which play a key role in distinguishing the 

Gateaux differentiability spaces from the weak Asplund spaces. Let A be an arbi-
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trary subset of (0, 1) and let 

KA:= [(0, 1] x {0}] U [( {0} U A) x {1}]. 

If we equip this set with the order topology generated by the lexicographical ( dic

tionary) ordering (i.e., ( si, s2) ::; (ti, t2) if, and only if, either si < ti or si = ti and 

s2 ::; t2) then with this topology KA is a compact Hausdorff space, (Kalenda, 1999, 

Proposition 2). The family of all the KA's has now become known as the Kalenda 

compacta. In the special case of A= (0, 1), KA reduces to the well-known "double 

arrow" space. 

Many of the basic properties of the Kalenda compacta may be found in (Kalenda, 

1999). In particular, the following results may be found there. 

Theorem 3.1 (Kalenda, 1999, Proposition 3) Let A be an arbitrary subset of (0, 1). 

Then the following properties are equivalent: 

(i) A is countable. 

(ii) KA is metrizable. 

(iii) KA is fragmentable. 

In order to exploit the special properties of the Kalenda compacta we need to 

introduce one more definition. A subset A of JR is called perfectly meager, if for 

every perfect set P of JR, P n A is meager (i.e., first category) in P. 

Theorem 3.2 (Kalenda, 1999, Proposition 5) For any subset A of (0, 1), the fol

lowing conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Every closed subset of KA contains a dense completely metrizable subspace. 

(ii) A is perfectly meager. 

If C is a class of Baire spaces which is closed with respect to taking open subspaces 

and dense Gli subsets, then we say that a topological space X is in Stegall's class 

with respect to C if, whenever B is from C and cp is a minimal usco from B into X, 

then cp is single-valued at some point of B. 
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Theorem 3.3 (Kalenda, 2002, Proposition) Let C be a class of Baire metric spaces 

which is closed with respect to taking open subspaces and dense G 6 subsets and 

suppose that A is an arbitrary subset of (0, 1). Then the following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(i) KA is in Stegall's class with respect to C. 

(ii) For any BE C and any continuous function f : B-+ A the function f has at 

least one local minimum or local maximum. 

(iii) For any B E C and any continuous function f : B -+ A there is a non-empty 

open set U ~ B such that f is constant on U. 

Proof. (i) =} (ii). Suppose (i) holds. Let B EC and let f : B-+ A be a continuous 

function. In order to obtain a contradiction, let us assume that f has no local 

extrema. Then the mapping cp : B -+ 2KA defined by, cp(t) := {J(t)} x {O, 1} is 

not only an usco but is in fact a minimal usco. Therefore, since KA is in Stegall 

spaces with respect to C we have our desired contradiction since cp is everywhere 

two-valued. 

(ii) =} (iii). Suppose that (ii) holds and that there is some B E C and some 

continuous function f : B -+ A that is not constant on any non-empty open subset 

of B. Fix a metric p generating the topology of B. For each n E N define, 

E:ax := {b EB: J(b) = max{J(b') : p(b, b') < 1/n} }; 

E:in := {b EB: J(b) = min{J(b') : p(b, b') < 1/n} }. 

Then clearly both of the sets Emax and Emin are closed and E ·= LJ (Emax U Emin) n n · nEN n n 

is the set of all local extrema of f on B. If one of the sets E::1ax or E::1in has an 

interior point, then f is constant on a neighbourhood of it. Indeed, if b is an interior 

point of E::1ax then Bp(b; c5) ~ E::1ax for some O < c5 < 1/n. Let b' E B(b; c5). Then 

both J(b) 2'. J(b') and J(b') 2: J(b) hold and so J(b) = J(b'). This shows that f is 

constant on B(b; c5). Hence both of the sets E::1ax and E::1in are closed and nowhere 

dense. Therefore Eis a first category set and B' := B \Eis a dense G6 subset of B 
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and so it belongs to C. Thus, by (ii), Jl 8 , has a local extremum at a point b. Then, 

by continuity off and density of B' in B, f has a local extremum at b, with respect 

to B, too. Thus b E E and hence we have a contradiction. 

(iii) =} (i). Let M E C, cp : M -+ 2KA be a minimal usco and let p : KA -+ [O, 1] 

be defined by, p(t, c) := t (i.e., pis the natural projection). When KA is given the 

order topology and [O, 1] is given the usual topology, p is continuous. Therefore by 

Lemma 2.4, the composition mapping po cp : M -+ 2!0,1J is a minimal usco on M. 

Since [O, 1] is metrizable (and hence in Stegall's class) there exists a dense Gli subset 

G of M such that po cp is single-valued at each point of G. 

Now if (pocp)(m) ~ [O, 1]\A for some m E G then cp is single-valued at m. Hence 

we need only consider the case when (po cp)(G) ~ A. Now by the assumption, 

there exists a non-empty open subset U of G and an element a E A such that 

(po cp)(U) = {a}, i.e., cp(U) ~ {a} x {O, 1}. Now by applying Lemma 2.8 twice we 

see that the restriction of cp to U is still a minimal usco and since the two point set 

{a} x {O, 1} is metrizable (and hence in Stegall's class), we conclude that cp must 

be single-valued at some points of U and the proof is complete. D 

Next we give a characterisation of KA spaces that are weakly Stegall. This 

characterisation is achieved by means of "perfect sets". A subset A ~ JR is called 

perfect if it is closed and does not have any isolated points. 

Theorem 3.4 (Kalenda, 1997, Proposition W3) Let A be an arbitrary subset of 

(0, 1). Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) A does not contain any perfect compact sets. 

(ii) KA is a weakly Stegall space. 

Proof. (i) =} (ii). From Theorem 3.3, it is sufficient to show that for any complete 

metric space M and any continuous function J : M -+ A there is a non-empty 

open subset U ~ M such that f is constant on U. Let (M, p) be a complete metric 

space. In order to obtain a contradiction let us suppose that J : M -+ A is not 
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locally constant on any non-empty open subset of M. Let D be the set of all finite 

sequences of O's and l's. We shall inductively (on the length ldl of d ED) define a 

family { Cd : d E D} of non-empty open subsets of M such that: 

Base step: Let C0 be a non-empty open subset of M with p-diam(C0) < 1/2°, 

where the sequence of length zero is denoted by 0. 

Assuming that we have already defined the non-empty open sets Cd satisfying 

the properties (a), (b) and (c) for all d E D with ldl ::; n, we proceed to our inductive 

step. 

Inductive step: Fix d E D of length n. Then there are two points c0 and c1 

in Cd such that f (co) i= f(c1). From the continuity of f we can choose open 

neighbourhoods Cdo of c0 and Cdi of c1 such that conditions (a), (b) and (c) are 

satisfied. This completes the induction. 

Now for each n EN, let 

Kn := LJ{ Cd : d E D and ldl = n} 

and let K := n{Kn: n EN}. Then K is a perfect compact subset of Mand since 

f is continuous, f (K) is a perfect compact subset of A. This contradicts (i) and 

therefore f must be constant on some non-empty open subset of M. 

(ii) :::::} (i). In order to obtain a contradiction, let us suppose that A does contain a 

perfect compact set C. We shall consider the identity mapping f : C-+ C defined 

by, J(x) := x for all x EC. Now since C is a perfect set, it does not have any isolated 

points and we have that f is a continuous nowhere constant function defined on a 

complete metric space. This contradicts Theorem 3.3 part (iii) and therefore A does 

not contain any perfect compact sets. D 
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It has been shown in (Kalenda, 1999), that under some additional set theo

retic assumptions, there are examples of Stegall compact spaces which are not frag

mentable. We shall now show that the Stegall spaces and the weakly Stegall spaces 

do not coincide. But first, we need the following definition. 

A subset A ~ JR is called a Bernstein set if neither A nor its complement contains 

any perfect compact sets, (Oxtoby, 1971, p.23). We note here that a Bernstein set 

with the Euclidean topology is a Baire space. 

Example 3.5 (Kenderov et al., 2001a, Example 2) Let A be a Bernstein subset of 

(0, 1). Then KA is a weakly Stegall space but not a Stegall space. 

Proof. Let A be a Bernstein subset of (0, 1). Then A does not contain any perfect 

compact sets and by Theorem 3.4 we conclude that KA is a weakly Stegall space. 

Now to show that KA is not a Stegall space, consider the mapping cp: A-+ 2KA 

acting from the Baire space A into KA defined by, cp(t) := {(t, 0) U (t, 1)} for every 

t E A. We see that cp is not only an usco but is in fact a minimal usco and it is 

two-valued everywhere. Thus KA is not a Stegall space. D 

The question as to whether the product of weakly Stegall spaces is a weakly 

Stegall space which was raised in Chapter 2 remains to be answered. We shall now 

provide a counter-example to show that weakly Stegall spaces are not closed under 

products. 

Theorem 3.6 (Kalenda, 1997, Example Wl) There exists a set A of (0, 1) such 

that KA is weakly Stegall but KA x KA is not weakly Stegall. 

Proof. Let B be a Bernstein subset of (0, 1) and let 

A:= [(O, 1/2) n B] U [1/2 + (0, 1/2)\B] 

(then A does not contain any perfect compact subsets either). Since A does not 

contain any perfect compact sets, it follows from Theorem 3.4 that KA is a weakly 

Stegall space. 
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Let p : KA ---+ [O, 1] be the natural projection. Then p-1 : [O, 1] ---+ 2KA defined 

by, p-1(t) := {(t', c) E KA: p(t', c) = t} is an usco mapping. 

Next to show that KA x KA is not weakly Stegall, let us consider the map

ping cp: (0, 1/2)---+ 2KAxKA defined by, cp(x) := p-1(x) x p- 1(x + 1/2) for every 

x E (0, 1/2). Since p-1 is an usco, it follows easily that cp is an usco mapping. It 

then follows from the characterisation of the minimality of cp given in Lemma 2.3 

that cp is a minimal usco. On the other hand, we see that cp is two-valued everywhere 

on (0, 1/2) and this shows that KA x KA is not a weakly Stegall space. D 

It has been shown that under some additional set theoretic assumptions, the 

classes f:, class(S), and weak Asplund spaces are distinct. To demonstrate this we 

need a precise description of the duals of the C(KA) spaces. In (Kenderov et al., 

2001b), the authors give a brief description of these dual spaces, however in the next 

section, for the sake of posterity, we give a more detailed description of these dual 

spaces. 

3.2 Dual representation of C(KA) spaces 

The first step towards characterising the dual space of C(KA) is to identify this 

space with something that looks more like C[O, l]. (Note: Riesz's representation 

theorem gives a description of the dual of C(KA) in terms of regular Borel measures 

on KA. However, for our purposes this representation is not so useful.) 

Given a subset A of (0, 1) we shall denote by DA the space of all real-valued 

functions on (0, 1] that have (i) finite right-hand limits at the points of [O, 1), (ii) are 

left continuous at the points of (0, 1] and (iii) are continuous at the points of (0, 1)\A. 

We shall consider this space endowed with the supremum norm. 

Theorem 3.7 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Theorem 5) For every set A ~ (0, 1), DA 

is isometrically isomorphic to C(KA). 

Proof. We define an isometry T from DA onto C(KA) by T(J)((t, 0)) := f(t) for 

all t E (0, 1] and T(J)((t, 1)) := limt'-+t+ J(t') for t E {O} U A. It follows from 
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(Fabian, 1997, p.47) that Tis in fact an isometry from DA onto C(KA), Indeed, it 

is routine to verify that Tis a linear isometry into C(KA), so it suffices to check that 

Tis onto. To this end, let g E C(KA) and define f : (0, 1] -t JR by f(t) := g((t, 0)) 

for all t E (0, l]. Then f EDA and T(f) = g. D 

We shall now characterise the duals of these spaces in terms of functions of 

bounded variation. Given bounded functions f and a defined on (0, 1] and [O, 1] 

respectively and a partition P := {tk: 0::; k::; n} of [O, 1] where 

0 = to < t1 < t2 < · · · < tn = l, 

the Riemann-Stieltjes sum of f with respect to a, determined by P, is the real 

number 
n 

S(P, f, a) := L J(tk) · [a(tk) - a(tk_i)]. 
k=l 

We say that f is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect to a if there exists a real 

number I such that for every c > 0 there exists a partition Pe of [O, 1] such that 

IS(P, f, a) - II < c for all partitions P that refine Pe. In this case I is denoted by, 

I:= f f(t)da(t) 
J[o,1] 

and is called the Riemann-Stieltjes integral off with respect to a. 

Remark 3.8 The definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral given here differs from 

the standard definition in the sense that the assigned value of the function f over the 

subinterval [tk-I, tk] is always taken to be the evaluation at the right-hand end point. 

The reason for this is that with the standard definition of the Riemann-Stieltjes 

integral, not all the functions in D(o,i) are Riemann-Stieltjes integrable. 

For any subset A of (0, 1) we shall denote by BVA[O, 1] the space of all real-valued 

functions of bounded variation on [O, 1] that are right continuous at the points of 

(0, l)\A and map Oto 0. We will consider this space endowed with the total variation 

norm, i.e., for each a E BVA[O, 1], 
n 

llall := Var(a) = sup{L la(tk)-a(tk_i)I : {tk: 0::; k::; n} is a partition of [O, 1]}. 
k=l 
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Lemma 3.9 (Uniform approximation lemma)(Kenderov et al., 2001b, Lemma 1) 

Let A be any dense subset of (0, 1), f E DA and€ > 0. Then there exists a 

partition Pe: := {tk : 0 ~ k ~ n} of [O, 1] with tk E A for all l ~ k < n such that 

II/ - /Pelioo < c, where !Pe : (0, 1] -* R is defined by, 

n 

f Pe (t) := L f (tk) · X<tk-1,tk] (t). 
k=l 

We can now use this lemma to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.10 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Theorem 1) Suppose that a : [O, 1] -* R 

has bounded variation and f E D(o,i). Then f is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with 

respect to a. 

Proof. In order to show that / is Riemann-Stieltjes integrable with respect to a 

we need only show that for every c > 0 there exists a partition Pe: of (0, 1] such that 

IS(Pe:, J, a) - S(P', f, a)I < c for all partitions P' that refine Pe:. 

An elementary calculation shows that for any g, g' E D(o,i) and partition P we have 

that IS(P, g, a) - S(P, g', a)I ~ Ilg - g'II · Var(a). Therefore, if we fix c > 0 and 

choose a partition P of (0, 1] such that II/ - fpll < c/(Var(a) + 1), then 

IS(P, f, a) - S(P', /, a)I < IS(P, /, a) - S(P, fp, a)I 

+ IS(P, fp, a) - S(P', fp, a)I 

+ IS(P', fp, a) - S(P', /, a)I 

< O+O+c=c 

for all partitions P' that refine P. D 

Theorem 3.11 (Moors and Sciffer, 2002, Theorem 3) The dual of D(o,I) is isomet

rically isomorphic to BVco,1) [O, 1]. 

Proof. Let us consider the mapping T: D(o,I) -* BVco,1)(0, 1] defined by, 

T(x*)(O) := 0 and T(x*)(t) := x*(x(o,tJ) for O < t ~ l. 
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We claim that T is an isometry from D(O,l) onto B\1(o,1)[0, l]. First we will show 

that IIT(x*) II ~ llx* II for all x* E D(o,i). To this end, let x* E D(o,i), P := { tk : 0 ~ 

k ~ n} be any partition of [O, 1] and ak := sgn[T(x*)(tk) - T(x*)(tk_1)] for each 

k E {1, 2, ... , n}. We define y E Bnco,iJ by, 

n n 

y(t) := L ak · (X(o,tk] - X(o,tk_iJ(t)) = L ak · X(tk-1,tk](t). 
k=l k=l 

Then by the definition of ak we have the following: 

n 

L IT(x*)(tk) - T(x*)(tk-1)1 
k=l 

n 

L ak · [T(x*)(tk) - T(x*)(tk-1)] 
k=l 

n 

Lak · x*(X(tk-i,tk]) = x*(y) ~ llx*ll-
k=l 

Thus IIT(x*)II = Var(T(x*)) ~ llx*II- Now we show that llx*II ~ [IT(x*)II for all 

x* E D(o,i)· To achieve this it is sufficient to show that llx*(J)II ~ IIT(x*)II · 11/lloo 

for all / E D(o,l)· In fact, by Lemma 3.9, it is sufficient to show that llx*(f)II ~ 

IIT(x*)II · 11/lloo for all / E Y where Y is the linear span of all the functions in 

D(o,i) of the form: X(o,x] with x E (0, 1]. This follows from a routine calculation. 

So it remains to show that T is onto. To this end, let a E B\1(o,1) [O, 1] and define 

x* E D(o,i) by, 

Then since 

x*(f) := f J(t)da(t) for all/ E D(o,1)· 
lro,1] 

I / /(t)da(t) I ~ llall · ll!ooll for all/ E D(o,1), 
lro,1] 

it follows that x* is indeed a member of D(o,i)· Now for each O < t ~ 1, 

T(x*)(t) = x*(X(o,t]) = f X(o,t]da(t) = a(t). 
lro,1] 

This shows that T(x*) = a and proves that Tis onto. D 

Theorem 3.12 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Theorem 2) Let A be any subset of (0, 1). 

Then the dual of DA is isometrically isomorphic to BVA[O, 1]. 
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Proof. (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Theorem 7) Consider the mapping TA : 

BVA[O, 1] ~ DA defined by, 

TA(a)(x) := r x(t)da(t) for each XE DA. 
J[o,1J 

We claim that TA is an isometry from BVA[O, 1] onto DA. First let us note that 

TA really does map into DA. Indeed, for any given a E BVA[O, 1] it is easy to see 

that the mapping x H TA(a)(x) is linear and it is also reasonable routine to check 

that ITA(a)(x)I ~ llall · llxll for all x E DA. Therefore, for each a E BVA[O, 1], 

TA(a) E DA. In fact IITA(a)II ~ llall- It should also be clear that TA is a bounded 

linear operator. We will now show that TA is onto. To this end, let x* E DA. 

By the Hahn-Banach extension theorem there exists a y* E D(o,I) such that 

llx*II = IIY*II and y*lvA = x* (since DA is a subspace of D(o,1))- Now from Theo

rem 3.11 there exists an a E Bl,'{o,1)(0, 1] such that y*(x) = fro,IJ x(t)da(t) for all 

x E D(o,1) and llall = IIY*II- Unfortunately, this a may not lie in BVA[O, 1]. So we 

must consider a new function a : [O, 1] ~ JR defined by, 

a(t) := a(t) if t E {O} U AU {1} and a(t) := lim a(t') if t E (0, 1)\A. 
t'---+t+ 

Then by (Bachman and Narici, 1966, Theorem 13.2) it follows that llall ~ llall and 

f x(t)da(t) = f x(t)da(t) = y*(x) = x*(x) for all x EDA. 
J[o,1J J[o,1J 

Therefore, TA(a) = x* and llx*II = IITA(a)II ~ llall ~ llall = IIY*II = llx*II. Hence 

TA is an isometry onto DA. D 

For a non-empty subset A of (0, 1) we shall denote by TA the topology (on 

BVA[O, 1]) of pointwise convergence on AU {l}. If A is dense in (0, 1), then TA is a 

Hausdorff topology. Moreover, the closed unit ball in BVA[O, 1] (with respect to the 

total variation norm) is TA-compact. 

Theorem 3.13 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Corollary 1) For a non-empty subset A 

of (0, 1), (BVA[O, 1], TA) is homeomorphic to DA endowed with the weak topology 

generated by the functions X(o,aJ with a E AU {1}. If A is dense in (0, 1), then 
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TA is Hausdorff and the closed unit ball B 8 vA[o,IJ in BVA[O, 1] with the TA-topology 

is homeomorphic to (BDA, weak*). In fact the mapping T defined in the previous 

theorem restricted to the ball B8 vA[o,IJ, realises such a homeomorphism. 

Proof. The proof of the first assertion is based upon the fact that for each a E 

BVA[O, 1] and t E AU{l}, T(a)(x(o,tJ) = a(t). The fact that T restricted to BBvA[o,1J, 

realises a homeomorphism onto ( B DA, weak*), follows from the fact that on B DA 

the relative weak* topology and the relative topology generated by the functions 

X(o,tJ, t EAU {1} coincide (see Lemma 3.9). D 

3.3 Distinguishing the classes of C(KA) spaces 

The next result follows directly from Theorem 3.1. 

Theorem 3.14 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Theorem 5) Let A be an arbitrary subset 

of (0, 1). Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) A is countable. 

(ii) ( C (KA)*, weak*) is fragmentable. 

Proof. (i) =} (ii). If A is countable, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that KA is metriz

able. This in turn implies that C(KA) is separable and thus (C(KA)*, weak*) is 

fragmentable. 

(ii) =} (i). If (C(KA)*, weak*) is fragmentable, then KA is fragmentable as KA 

is homeomorphic to a subspace of (C(KA)*, weak*). The result then follows from 

Theorem 3.1. D 

Equipped with the representation theorem for the dual of C(KA) we may now 

present the following theorem which will enable us to distinguish the classes: f:, 

class(S) and weak Asplund spaces. The following theorem is a special case of 

(Kalenda, 2002, Proposition). 
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Theorem 3.15 Let C be a class of Baire metric spaces which is closed with respect 

to taking open subspaces and dense Baire subsets and suppose that A is dense in 

(0, 1). Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) (C(KA)*, weak*) is in Stegall's class with respect to C. 

(ii) For any B EC and any continuous function f : B--+ A there is a non-empty 

open set U ~ B such that f is constant on U. 

Proof. (i) =} (ii). If (C(KA)*, weak*) is in Stegall's class with respect to C, then 

KA is in Stegall's class with respect to C as KA is homeomorphic to a subspace of 

(C(KA)*, weak*). The result then follows from Theorem 3.3. 

(ii) =} (i). This is shown in (Kenderov et al., 2001b). D 

Theorem 3.16 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Theorem 3) Let Y be a compact topological 

space. Then Y belongs to Stegall spaces if, and only if, Y belongs to Stegall spaces 

with respect to all Baire metric spaces. 

The following remark follows from (Kalenda, 2002, Proposition). 

Remark 3.17 ( C(KA)*, weak*) is a Stegall space if, and only if, KA is a Stegall 

space and for any compact Hausdorff space K, (C(K)*, weak*) is fragmentable if, 

and only if, K is fragmentable, (Ribarska, 1987). The corresponding general result 

for the class of Stegall spaces remains unknown. 

We now show that under some additional set theoretic assumptions the classes: 

f:, class(S) and weak Asplund spaces are distinct. Let C be a class of Baire metric 

spaces which is closed with respect to taking open subsets and dense Baire subspaces. 

We will say that a subset A of (0, 1) satisfies property ( *) with respect to C if for 

every B E C and every continuous function f : B --+ A there exists a non-empty 

open set U of B such that f is constant on U. Of course every countable dense 

subset of (0, 1) has this property. We will be particularly interested in the case 

when A is uncountable. 

We are now in a position to distinguish the C(KA) spaces. 
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Corollary 3.18 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Corollary 1) 

(i) If there is an uncountable subset A of (0, 1) that satisfies property ( *) with 

respect to the class of all Baire metric spaces then C(KA) belongs to class(S) 

but not to f:. 

(ii) If there is an uncountable subset A of (0, 1) that satisfies property ( *) with 

respect to the class of all Baire metric spaces of density at most card(A) then 

C(KA) is a weak Asplund space that does not belong to f:. 

(iii) If there is a subset A of (0, 1) that satisfies property(*) with respect to the class 

of all Baire metric spaces of density at most card(A), but not property(*) with 

respect to the class of all Baire metric spaces then C(KA) is a weak Asplund 

space that does not belong to class( S). 

Proof. 

(i) From Theorem 3.14 it follows that C(KA) ¢ f:. On the other hand, it is shown 

in Theorem 3.16 that a Banach space X belongs to class(S) if, and only if, 

(X*, weak*) is in Stegall spaces with respect to the class of all Baire metric 

spaces. The result then follows from Theorem 3.15. 

(ii) Again from Theorem 3.14 it follows that C(KA) ¢ f:. To show that C(KA) is 

weak Asplund, we need Theorem 2.30 that for a Banach space X if (X*, weak*) 

is in Stegall spaces with respect to the class of all Baire metric spaces with 

density at most equal to the density of X then Xis weak Asplund. The result 

then follows from Theorem 3.15 and the fact that the density of C(KA) equals 

card(A). 

(iii) As mentioned in part (ii) if ( C(KA)*, weak*) is in Stegall spaces with respect to 

the class of all Baire metric spaces with density at most equal to the density of 

C(KA) then C(KA) is weak Asplund. The fact that C(KA) ¢ class(S) follows 

directly from Theorem 3.15. D 
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Corollary 3.19 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002a, Corollary 2) Under the as

sumption that there exists an uncountable dense subset A of (0, 1) that satisfies 

property ( *) with respect to the class of all Baire metric spaces of density at most 

card(A), there exists a weak Asplund space that does not admit a smooth Lipschitz 

bump function. 

Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.14 that C(KA) (j. f: and so by (Fosgerau, 1992), 

where it was shown that every Banach space that admits a smooth Lipschitz bump 

function has weak* fragmentable dual, C(KA) does not admit a smooth Lipschitz 

bump function. However, as in Corollary 3.18 part (ii) C(KA) is weak Asplund. D 

Till this point, we have not dwelt upon the question of whether there are in fact 

subsets of (0, 1) that satisfy any of the hypotheses of Corollary 3.18 or Corollary 3.19. 

For a discussion on this see (Namioka and Pol, 1992), (Kalenda, 1999), (Kalenda, 

2002) and (Kalenda and Kunen, 2003). Let us mention here though that in all cases 

additional set theoretic assumptions are required. 

We note here that the set theoretic assumptions used in (Kenderov et al., 2001b) 

and (Kalenda, 2002) cannot hold simultaneously. So this naturally raises the ques

tion as to whether the classes: f:, class(S) and weak Asplund spaces are mutually 

distinct. It has now been shown, assuming the consistency of the existence of a mea

surable cardinal, that it is consistent to have two Banach spaces X and Y where X 

is a weak Asplund space that does not belong to class(S) and Y belongs to class(S) 

but not to f:, (Kalenda and Kunen, 2003). 

3.4 An example of a non-weakly Stegall space of 

the form C(KA) 

We saw in Section 3.3 that KA is fragmentable if, and only if, (C(KA)*, weak*) is 

fragmentable and KA is a Stegall space if, only if, (C(KA)*, weak*) is a Stegall space. 

It is somewhat surprising that the analogous result fails for weakly Stegall spaces. 
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We now provide a counter-example. 

Let B be a Bernstein subset of (0, 1). We now set (as before) 

A:= [(O, 1/2) n BJ U [1/2 + (0, 1/2)\B] 

(then A does not contain any perfect compact subsets either). It then follows from 

Theorem 3.4 that KA is a weakly Stegall space. 

We will now show that (C(KA), II· 11 00 ) is not an almost weak Asplund space (in 

particular, (C(KA)*, weak*) is not weakly Stegall), but first we need the following 

lemmas. 

Lemma 3.20 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2003, Lemma 1) Let M: C(KA) -+ JR 

be defined by, 

M(J) := sup{f(t, c:) + f(t + 1/2, c') : (t, c:, c:') E E} 

where E is given by, 

E := {(t,c:,c:'): 0::; t::; 1/2 and c:,c:' E {O, 1} with 

(t, c:) E KA and (t + 1/2, c:') E KA}. 

Then M is a continuous convex function on C(KA). 

Proof. For each (t, c:, c:') E E, define x(t,e,e') : C(KA) -+ JR by, 

X(t,e,e')(J) := f(t,c:) + f(t + 1/2,c:'). 

Then each x(t,e,e') is a continuous linear functional on C(KA), (i.e., x(t,e,e') E C(KA)*) 

and llx(t,e,e')II = 2. Now, M(J) = sup{x(t,e,e')(J): (t,c:,c:') EE}. Therefore, as Mis 

the pointwise supremum of continuous (2-Lipschitz) linear functionals, Mis convex 

and 2-Lipschitz. D 

Lemma 3.21 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2003, Lemma 2) M(J) = max{f(t, c:) + 

f(t + 1/2,c:'): (t,c:,c:') EE} for each f E C(KA). 
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Proof. We define p : KA --+ [O, 1] by p(t, c) := t (i.e., pis the natural projection). 

When KA is given the order topology and [O, 1] is given the usual topology, p is 

continuous. Hence p-1 : [O, 1]--+ 2KA defined by, p- 1(t) := {(t',c): p(t',c) = t} is 

an usco mapping. So for each f E C(KA) the mapping T1 : [O, 1/2] --+ 2IR defined 

by, 

is an usco mapping, since by Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5, continuous images and 

sums of usco mappings are again usco mappings. Thus, T1([0, 1/2]) is a compact 

subset of IR and so, 

M(J) sup{T1(t) : t E [O, 1/2]} 

max{T,(t) : t E [O, 1/2]} 

max{J(t, c) + f(t + 1/2, c') : (t, c, c') E E}. 

This completes the proof. D 

We will say that (t, €, c') E E supports M at f if M(J) = J(t, c) + J(t + 1/2, c'). 

Let us now observe (using the notation of Lemma 3.20) that if (t, €, c') supports M 

at f then, 

x(t,e,e') E 8M(J) := {x* E C(KA)* : x*(g) - x*(J) ~ M(g) - M(f) 

for all g E C(KA)}. 

Since M is convex, it follows from Lemma 2.25 that M is Gateaux differentiable at 

f if, and only if, 8M(f) is a singleton. 

Lemma 3.22 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2003, Lemma 3) Let S C(KA) --+ 

2[0,1/ 2] be defined by, 

S(f) := {t E [0,1/2]: (t,c,c') supportsM atf forsomec,c' E {0,1}}. 

Then S is a minimal usco. 

Proof. Let f E C(KA) and let Ti be defined as in Lemma 3.21, then 

S(f) = {t E [O, 1/2]: T1(t) n [M(f), oo) =/= 0}. 
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Therefore, S(J) is a non-empty closed (and hence compact) subset of (0, 1/2]. Con

sider f E C(KA) and U an open subset of (0, 1/2] containing S(J). Let 

M[o,1/2J\u(/) := max{T1(t) : t E [O, 1/2]\U} < M(J). 

Choose O < c < [M(J) - Mro,1;2iwU)J/4. Then an easy calculation shows that, 

Mro,1/2J\U (9) < M (9) 

for all 9 E B(J; c) and so 8(9) ~ U for all 9 E B(J; c). This shows that Sis upper 

semicontinuous. Next we show that S is minimal. To this end, let U ~ C(KA) 

and W ~ [O, 1/2] be open sets such that S(U) n W =I= 0. Pick f E U such that 

S(J) n W =I= 0 and let t0 E S(J) n W. 

If S(J) = {1/2} ~ W then the upper semicontinuity of S yields that S(V) ~ W 

for some non-empty open set V ~ U and the proof is complete. Consider the case 

when S(J) =I= {1/2}. Then take t0 E W n (S(J)\ {1/2} ). Let p: KA -+ [O, 1] be the 

natural projection. There exists a continuous function h : [O, 1] -+ [O, 1] such that 

h(t) = 1 if, and only if, t = t0 and supp(h) ~ W n [O, 1/2]. We claim that for each 

tJ > 0, the mapping 96 : KA -+ JR defined by, 95(x, c) := f(x, c) + fih(p(x, c)) has 

8(95) = {t0 } ~ W. Now fort=/= to, we have 

95(t0 , c) + 95(to + 1/2, c') = /(to, c) + fih(p(to, c)) +/(to+ 1/2, c') + fih(p(to + 1/2, c')) 

= J(t0 , c) + tJ + J(t0 + 1/2, c') + fih(p(to + 1/2, c')) 

> J(t, c) + fih(p(t, c)) + J(t + 1/2, c') + fih(p(t + 1/2, c')) 

= 95(t, c) + 95(t + 1/2, c'). 

Therefore for tJ sufficiently small, 96 EU and 8(95) ={to}~ W. D 

Example 3.23 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2003, Example 3) (C(KA), II · lloo) is 

not an almost weak Asplund space. In particular, C(KA) (j. class(wS). 

Proof. We show that C(KA) is not an almost weak Asplund space by showing that 

the continuous convex function M defined on C(KA) is non-Gateaux differentiable 
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at the points of a residual subset of C(KA). Let S: C(KA) ~ 2[0,1/ 21 be defined as 

in Lemma 3.22 and let G := {I E C(KA) : S(f) is a singleton}. By Lemma 3.22 

and the fact that [O, 1/2] is metrizable and hence in Stegall's class, G is a residual 

(and hence dense) subset of C(KA). As in Lemma 3.21, let p: KA ~ [O, 1] denote 

the natural projection of KA onto [O, 1] and for each n EN let, 

01/n := {I E C(KA) : diam [f (p-1(8(!)))] < 1/n and 

diam [f(p- 1(8(!) + 1/2))] < 1/n}. 

Since both mappings I H l(p-1(8(!))) and I H l(p-1(8(!) + 1/2))) are usco 

mappings it is easy to see that each 0 1/n is an open subset of C(KA). We claim 

that each 0 1/n is dense in C(KA). To justify this assertion let us fix n EN, lo E G 

and c > 0, with the goal of showing that Oi/nnB(/0 ,c) =j:. 0. We shall only consider 

the case when S(/0) :={to}~ [O, 1/2)\A as the case when S(/0 ) ~ A is similar. By 

the continuity of lo there exists a 8 > 0 such that, 

(i) llo(t, c) - lo(to, O)I < 1/4n for all (t, c) E KA with It - tol < 8; 

(ii) llo(t + 1/2,c) - l 0 (t0 + 1/2, 1)1 < 1/4n for all (t + 1/2,c) E KA with 

t E (to, to + 8); 

(iii) llo(t + 1/2,c) - lo(t0 + 1/2,0)I < 1/4n for all (t + 1/2,c) E KA with 

t E (to - 8, to). 

Since the mapping Sis upper semicontinuous there exists a O < 8' < 1/4n such that 

S(B(/0 ; 8')) ~ (to - 8, t0 + 8). Now, if llo(to + 1/2, 0) - lo(to + 1/2, 1)1 < 1/n, then 

Oi/n n B(/0 ; c) =j:. 0. So we will assume that 1/o(to + 1/2, 0) - lo(to + 1/2, 1)1 ~ 1/n. 

In fact we will assume that lo(to + 1/2, 1) - lo(to + 1/2, 0) ~ 1/n. By judiciously 

choosing a "bump function" h: KA ~ [O, oo) with llhlloo < 8' and 

supp(h) := { (t, c) : h(t, c) =j:. O} ~ p-1 ((to + 1/2, to+ 1/2 + 8)) 

we can assume that M(/0 ) < M(/0 + h). In fact with this choice of function we can 

show that S(/0 + h) ~ (to, t0 + 8). Indeed, if t E S(/o + h) and t :5 to then, 

(/0 + h)(t, c) + (/0 + h)(t + 1/2, c') = lo(t, c) + lo(t + 1/2, c') :5 M(/o) < M(/o + h) 
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which contradicts the fact that t E S(f0 +h). It is now a straight forward calculation 

to show that, 

diam [(Jo+ h)(p- 1(S(fo + h)))] < 1/n and 

diam [(!0 + h)(p- 1(S(fo + h) + 1/2))] < 1/n. 

Therefore Uo + h) E 0 1;n and so B(fo; c) n 0 1;n =J. 0. We now claim that if 

f E n~=1 01/n then M is not Gateaux differentiable at f. To see this consider the 

sets: 

E(t) := {(t', c, c') E E : t' = t} for all t E [O, 1/2]. 

Now IE(t)I = 2 for each t E [O, 1/2] and if t E S(f) then each member of E(t) 

supports Mat f, i.e., for each (t,c,c') E E(t), x(t,e,e') is a subgradient of Mat f. 

Therefore M is not Gateaux differentiable at f. This completes the proof. D 

Remark 3.24 It is an open question to characterise those subsets A of (0, 1) for 

which C(KA) belongs to class( wS). 



Chapter 4 

A Gateaux differentiability space 

that is not weak Asplund 

The main objective of this chapter is to show that the classes of Gateaux differentia

bility spaces and weak Asplund spaces are in fact distinct. We saw in Chapter 2 that 

every member of class(wS) is a Gateaux differentiability space (see Theorem 2.29). 

However, it is not necessarily true that if X belongs to class(wS) then X is weak 

Asplund. Hence one might hope that there exists a member of class( wS) that is not 

weak Asplund. Indeed, in this chapter we show that there exists a Gateaux differ

entiability space that is not weak Asplund by constructing a member of class( wS) 

that is not weak Asplund. 

The contents of this chapter are mainly from (Moors and Somasundaram, 2004). 

We begin by building up the tools that are required to achieve our goal. In the first 

section of this chapter, we shall introduce a new class of topological spaces known 

as the "nearly Stegall" spaces and study their permanence properties. In the next 

section of this chapter, we fulfill the goal of this thesis by showing that there is a 

member of class( wS) that is not weak Asplund. 
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4.1 Nearly Stegall spaces 

Let (M, d) be a complete metric space. We shall denote the space of all continuous 

functions from {O, 1 }1''1 into M equipped with the topology of uniform convergence by 

C( {O, l}N; M). The following notation will be used in the proof of the next lemma. 

For each n EN and t E {O, l}N we define, Ct := {t' E {O, l}N: t'ln = t} and 

C0 := {O,l}N. Further for each n EN, we shall let fn := {'y E C({O,l}N;M): 

"f is constant on Ct for each t E {O, l}N}. By a simple compactness argument we 

see that for each n E N, uk~n rk is dense in C( {O, 1 }N; M). The following lemma 

builds the principal tools we shall need in the next section. 

Lemma 4.1 (Moors, 2004, Lemma 5) Let (M, d) be a complete metric space. Then 

we have the following. 

(i) If U is a dense open subset of M then {'YE C( {O, l}N; M) : 'Y( {O, l}N) ~ U} 

is a dense open subset ofC({O,l}N;M). 

(ii) If U is a non-empty open subset of M and g: U-+ X is a continuous function 

acting from U into a completely regular space X that is not constant on any 

non-empty open subset of U, then for each 'Y belonging to a residual subset 

of C( {O, l}N; M), go 'Y is one-to-one on "f-1(U) and "f-1(U) is both open and 

closed in {O, l}N. 

Proof. 

(i) We see that {'YE C({O,l}N;M): "f({O,l}N) ~ U} is open in C({O,l}N;M). 

So, we only need to show that it is dense in C( {O, l}N; M). For each n E N, 

let fn(U) :={'YE rn: 'Y({O, l}N) ~ U}. We conclude from the density of U 

in Mand the fact that Un~l rn is dense in C({O, l}N; M) that Un~l rn(U) is 

dense in C( {O, 1}1'\ M). 

(ii) Let V := U u M\U. Then Vis a dense open subset of M. For each n EN let 

r~ :={'YE fn(V): (go'}')(t) # (go'}')(t') ift,t' E 'Y-1(U) and tin# t'ln}, 
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We see that for each n EN, uk?:n rk is dense in C({O, l}N; M). Now for each 

n E N and i' E r~ choose rn(i') > 0 such that the following conditions are 

satisfied. 

(i) B(-y(t); rn(i')) ~ U for all t E -y-1(U); 

(ii) B(i'(t); rn(i')) ~ M\U for all t E -y-1(M\U); 

(iii) g(B(i'(t); rn(i'))) n g(B(i'(t'); rn(i'))) = 0 for all t, t' E i'-1(U) such that 

tin =J t'ln• 

We see that the set 

00 ( 00 

G := !J ~ {'YE C( {O, l}N; M) : there exists a i' Erk with 

max [d('Y(t),i'(t))] < rk(i')}) 
tE{O,l}N 

is residual in C( {O, 1 }N; M) as it is a countable intersection of dense open sets. It 

can also be seen that for each 'YE G, go 'Y is one-to-one on -y-1 (U). D 

If Jd is a proper a-ideal of subsets of {O, l}N and N is a subset of a complete 

metric space M then we say that N is .91-negligible if -y-1 ( N) E Jl1 for each 'Y 

belonging to a residual subset RN of C( {O, 1 }N; M). We note here that the residual 

set RN will in general depend upon the set N. 

From Lemma 4.1 we can deduce that for any proper a-ideal Jd of subsets of 

{O, 1}111 the Jd-negligible sets form a proper a-ideal of subsets of M that contains 

all the first category subsets of M. Let us also note that a subset N of a complete 

metric space M that has the Baire property is Jd-negligible if, and only if, it is of 

first category. Hence the interesting Jd-negligible sets are among those sets that are 

not very topologically respectable. 

Given a proper a-ideal Jl1 of subsets of {O, l}N and a topological space X we shall 

say that X is nearly Stegall with respect to Jl1 if for every complete metric space M 

and minimal usco i.p : M --t 2x, t.p is single-valued except on an .91-negligible subset 

of M. Thus for any proper a-ideal Jd of subsets of ( { 0, 1 }N, rp) and any topological 

space X, if X is nearly Stegall with respect to Jl1 then X is weakly Stegall. 
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4.1.1 Permanence properties of nearly Stegall spaces 

Nearly Stegall spaces enjoy several permanence properties like Stegall and weakly 

Stegall spaces. Below we provide the basic properties of nearly Stegall spaces that 

will be needed in the proof of Theorem 4.8. We note here that Theorem 4.2 part (ii) 

can be generalised as in Theorem 2.17 part (iii). 

Theorem 4.2 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2004, Theorem 3) Let (X, r) and (Y, r') 

be topological spaces and let Jll denote a proper a-ideal of subsets of ( {O, 1}1'\ rp), 

(i) Let f : X-+ Y be a perfect mapping onto Y. If X is nearly Stegall with respect 

to Jll then Y is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll. 

(ii) Let {Xn : n E N} be a cover of X. If each Xn is a closed subset of X a_nd is 

nearly Stegall with respect to Jll, then X is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll. 

(iii) If each {Xn : n E N} is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll, then TI:'=1 Xn is 

nearly Stegall with respect to Jll. 

Proof. The proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar to that given in Theorem 2.17. So it 

remains to prove (iii). Let M be a complete metric space and <.p: M-+ 2n~=1 x,. be a 

minimal usco. Denote by 7rn the canonical projection from TI:'=1 Xn onto Xn. Then 

11"n o <.p: M-+ 2x,. is a minimal usco by Lemma 2.4. As each Xn is nearly Stegall 

with respect to Jll, 11"n o <.p is single-valued on R,n which is the complement of Jll

negligible subsets of M. Clearly 1rno<.p is single-valued at the points of R := n:'=1 R,n. 

Since Jll-negligible sets form a proper a-ideal of subsets of M, we have that M\R = 

LJ:'=1 (M\R,n) E Jll. Therefore, TI:'=1 Xn is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll. D 
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4.2 An almost weak Asplund space that is not 

weak Asplund 

Let A be an arbitrary subset of (0, 1). In the remainder of this chapter, we shall 

denote by MA[O, 1] the set of all non-decreasing functions in B 8 vA[o,IJ· For any a, /3 

in MA[O, 1] we define, 

00 

P1(0t., /3) := L l(a - /3)(an)l/2n and P1(0t., /3) := L l(a - f3)(t+) - (a - /3)(t)I 
n=l tEA 

where a1 := 1 and {an: n ~ 2} ~ A is dense in [O, l]. 

Note: {t E A : l(a - /3)(t+) - (a - /3)(t)I > O} is at most countable. Then we 

define p(a, /3) := P1(a, /3) + P1(0t., /3). With a little thought it should be clear that p 

defines a metric on the set MA[O, 1]. 

Remark 4.3 It is not too difficult to check that p1 is a continuous pseudo-metric on 

MA[O, 1], i.e., for each a E MA[O, 1] and r > 0 the set {/3 E MA[O, 1] : P1(0t., /3) < r} 

is TA-open in MA[O, l]. Hence it follows that p1 ''fragments" MA[O, l]. In particular, 

this means that for any minimal usco cp : M ~ 2MA[o,IJ acting from any Baire 

space M into subsets of MA[O, 1], there is a residual set R ~ M such that p1-

diam[cp(x)] = 0 at each point x E R (see Theorem 2.31}. One immediate consequence 

of this is that for each x E R, we may unambiguously refer to the left-hand and right

hand limits of cp(x), since if a, /3 E cp(x), then both the left-hand and right-hand 

limits of a and /3 coincide on [O, 1]. 

Next, we give some technical results that will be needed in our main theorem. 

Lemma 4.4 (Kenderov et al., 2001b, Lemma 2) Let cp : X ~ 2Y be a minimal 

usco acting between topological spaces X and Y and let f : Y ~ JR be a continuous 

function. Then there is a residual set R in X such that the composition mapping 

f o cp : X ~ 21R defined by (! o cp)(x) := {f(y) : y E cp(x)} is single-valued at the 

points of R. 
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Proof. Since t.p is a minimal usco and / is a continuous function, it follows from 

Lemma 2.4 that f o t.p is a minimal usco on X. The result then follows from (Fabian, 

1997, Theorem 5.1.11). D 

Lemma 4.5 (Moors, 2004) Let M be a complete metric space, t.p : M --+ 2MA[o,iJ 

be a minimal usco and g : M --+ [O, 1] be locally constant on M. Then there exists 

a dense Gd subset G ~ M such that the mapping T : M --+ JR defined by, T(x) := 

{a(g(x)): a E t.p(x)} is single-valued at each point x E G. 

Proof. It follows from Remark 4.3 that there exists a residual set R ~ M such that 

P1-diam[t.p(x)] = 0 at each point x E R. Now let U := {U..y : , E r} be a maximal 

collection of non-empty disjoint open subsets of M such that g is constant on each 

U..y,, E r. Such a maximal family is guaranteed by Zorn's lemma. We observe_ that 

U := U-yer U-y is dense in M. Now for each 'YE r, choose X-y E U-y. 

We shall consider the cases when (i) g(x-y) E A and (ii) g(x-y) ~ A. In case (i) 

for each , E r, define t-y := g(x-y). Now it follows from Lemma 4.4 that each of 

the mappings i"Y o t.p : M --+ 2IR defined by, (i-y o t.p)(x) := {a(t-y) : a E t.p(x)} is 

single-valued on a dense Gd subset G-y ~ U-y. 

In case (ii), when g(x-y) ~ A, the required dense Gd set will be G-y := U-ynR, since 

for any a, /3 E t.p(x), a, /3 are right continuous at g(x-y) and a(g(x-y)) = a+(g(x)) = 

t3+(g(x)) = f3(g(x-y)). D 

Lemma 4.6 (Moors, 2004) Let M be a complete metric space and t.p: M--+ 2MA[o,IJ 

be a minimal usco. Then there exist a dense Gd subset G of M and continuous maps 

(gn : n E N) from G into [O, 1] such that, for every x E G 

{t E (0, 1] : 0 < a(t+) - a(t) for some a E t.p(x)} ~ {gn(x) : n EN}. 

Proof. Let us fix c > 0, a closed set F and an open set U with 0 =/= F ~ U := 

(a, b) ~ [O, l]. Define 

.P)(f:,F,U) := {a E MA[O, 1] : there exists a~ in F with a(~+) - a(~-) 2:: 2c and 

max{a(~-) - a(a+)::; c,a(b-) - a(~+)}::; c}. 
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Then .P2(e,F,U) is TA-closed and for each a E .P)(e,F,U) there is exactly one~:= ~(a) E F 

with the above property. Moreover, the mapping a i---+ ~(a) from .P)(e,F,U) into [O, 1] 

is continuous. 

By Tietze's extension theorem, this mapping can be extended to a continuous 

map ~(e,F,U) of MA[O, 1] to [O, l]. Since cp is a minimal usco, it follows by Lemma 2.4 

that ~(e,F,U) o cp : M -+ 2l0,1l is a minimal usco. Now since [O, 1] is metrizable and 

therefore in Stegall spaces, we have that ~(e,F,U) o cp is single-valued and continuous 

at the points of a dense G6 subset G(e,F,U) of M. Let B be a countable base for the 

Euclidean topology of open interval on (0, 1) and let 

G := n{G(e,v,u): c E (0, oo) n Q, V, U EB and 0-/- V ~ V ~ U}. 

Then if we denote by (gn : n E N) the functions in 

{(~(e,V,U) o cp)la: c E (0, oo) n Q, V, U EB and 0-/- V ~ V ~ U} 

ordered into a sequence then we have the following. If x E G, a E cp(x) and t E [O, 1] 

are such that a(t+) - a(t) > 0 then {t} = (~(e,V,U) o cp)la(x) for some (c, V, U) and 

sot= gn(x) for some n E N. D 

The following remark is a consequence of Remark 4.3 and Lemma 4.6. 

Remark 4. 7 Let M be a complete metric space and cp : M -+ 2MA(o,iJ be a minimal 

usco. Let (gn : n E N) and G be the continuous maps and dense G6 subset of M 

given in Lemma 4,6. If x E G and {a(gn(x)) : a E cp(x)} is a singleton for all 

n E N then p;-diam[cp(x)] = 0. 

We are now in a position to present our main theorem. 

Theorem 4.8 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2004, Theorem 4) Let .Ill be a proper 

a-ideal of subsets of {O, 1}1'~ and let A be any subset of (0, 1) such that -y- 1(A) E Jll 

for every homeomorphic embedding of({0,1}1'\Tp) into [0,1]. Then (BVA[O,l],TA) 

is nearly Stegall with respect to .Ill. In particular, (BVA[O, 1], TA) is weakly Stegall. 
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Proof. First, let us note that by Theorem 4.2 part (ii), we need only show that 

the closed unit ball B8vA[o,iJ of BVA[O, 1] is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll. In 

fact, we need only show that the (TA-compact) set MA[O, 1] of all non-decreasing 

functions in BBvA[o,1J, endowed with the TA-topology is nearly Stegall with re

spect to Jll. Since if MA[O, 1] is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll, then by Theo

rem 4.2 part (iii), MA[O, 1] x MA[O, 1] is nearly Stegall with respect to Jll. However, 

by the Jordan decomposition theorem B8vA[o,iJ ~ 6(MA[O, 1] x MA[O, 1]), where 

6 : MA[O, 1] x MA[O, 1] -+ BVA[O, 1] is defined by, 6(!, g) := f - g. Hence the 

result follows from Theorem 4.2 part (i), since 6 is a perfect mapping. 

To this end, let M be a complete metric space and t..p: M-+ 2MA[o,iJ be a minimal 

usco. We show that p-diam[t..p(x)] = 0 at some point x EM. Now since p1 fragments 

MA[O, 1], it follows from Remark 4.3 that there exists a residual set G' ~ M. such 

that P1-diam[1..p(x)] = 0 for all x E G'. 

Furthermore, let G be the dense G5 subset of M and (gn : n E N) be the 

continuous maps from G into [O, 1] as in Lemma 4.6. Since C({O, l}N; G n G') is a 

residual subspace of C( {O, 1 }N; M) and the restriction of t..p to GnG' is still a minimal 

usco (see, Lemma 2.8) we can assume without loss of generality that M = G = G'. 

Thus it is sufficient to show that PJ-diam[t..p(x)] = 0 at some point x E M. In 

fact by Remark 4.7 it is sufficient to show that {a(gn(x)) : a E t..p(x)} is a singleton 

for all n E N. So we need only show that for each n E N, the complement of the set 

Gn := {x EM: {a(gn(x)) : a E t..p(x)} is a singleton} 

is Jll-negligible in M. To this end, let us fix n E N and let ~n be the union of 

all the open sets of M on which 9n is constant and let £n := M\~n- We see by 

Lemma 4.5 that ~n \Gn is first category in M and therefore Jll-negligible. Thus 

we only need to show that £n\Gn is Jll-negligible since M\(~n U £n) is a closed 

nowhere dense subset of M and therefore an Jll-negligible set. Moreover, since 

£n\Gn ~ g; 1(A) n £n, we only need to show that g; 1(A) n £n is Jll-negligible. 

By Lemma 4.1 the set of all 'YE C( {O, l}N; M) for which (i) ,y( {O, l}N) ~ ~n U £n 

and (ii) 9n o 'Y is one-to-one on D~ := ,y-1(£n) is residual in C( {O, 1 }N; M). For any 
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such 'Y we have the following 

since (i) gn o 'Y is one-to-one on the closed and open set n; and (ii) every continuous 

one-to-one mapping from a closed and open subset of {O, l}N into [O, 1] can be 

extended to be a homeomorphic embedding of {O, l}N into [O, 1]. Thus we conclude 

that g~ 1(A) nYt:i is d-negligible in M. Therefore, <p: M-+ 2MA(o,iJ is single-valued 

except on and-negligible subset of Mand we conclude that (MA[O, 1], TA) is nearly 

Stegall with respect to d and therefore weakly Stegall. D 

To apply Theorem 4.8 we need to consider some small subsets of JR. The following 

lemma is due to David Fremlin (private communication). 

Lemma 4.9 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2004, Lemma 3) There exist a proper a

ideal d of subsets of ({O, l}N,rp) and an everywhere second category subset A of 

(0, 1) such that 'Y-1(A) Ed for every homeomorphic embedding of ({O, l}N,rp) into 

[O, l]. 

Proof. Let /'i, be the least ordinal of cardinality 2No, let { U:: : n E N) : a < K,} 

be an enumeration of all the sequences of continuous one-to-one functions from 

( {O, l}N, rp) into [O, 1] and let {E0 : a < /'i,} be an enumeration of all the non

meager Borel subsets of (0, 1). Inductively, we may choose 

a0 E E 0 \{f!(x13) : n EN and /3 < a} and x0 E {O, l}N such that 

f::(xa) =/= a13 for any n E N and /3 ~ a. 

Set A:= {a0 : a< K,}. Then A is not meager and for any sequence Un: n EN) 

of continuous one-to-one functions from ({O, l}N,rp) into [O, 1], (J;1(A) : n EN) 

does not form a cover of {O, l}N. So, if we take d to be the a-ideal generated by the 

inverse images, f- 1(A), as f runs over all the continuous one-to-one functions from 

{ O, 1 }N into [O, 1], then d will be a proper a-ideal of subsets of ( { 0, 1 }N, rp) such 

that 'Y- 1 (A) Ed for every homeomorphic embedding of ({O, l}N,rp) into [O, 1]. D 
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Remark 4.10 We note here that there exist other constructions of an everywhere 

second category subset A of (0, 1) under some additional set theoretic assumptions 

which satisfy the hypotheses given in Theorem 4-8 (see for example, (Somasundaram, 

2002)). 

The following result supplies us with some necessary conditions for spaces of the 

form C(KA) to be weak Asplund. 

Theorem 4.11 (Cohan and Kenderov, 1986) Let K be a compact Hausdorff space. 

If C(K) is weak Asplund then every closed subset of K contains a dense completely 

metrizable subspace. 

Combining Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.11, we see that if A is not perfectly 

meager then C(KA) is not weak Asplund. 

Corollary 4.12 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2004, Corollary 2) There exists a Ba

nach space (X, II· II) such that (X*, weak*) is weakly Stegall but (X, II· II) is not weak 

Asplund. In particular, (X, II· II) is a Gateaux differentiability space that is not weak 

Asplund. 

Proof. Let A be the set constructed in Lemma 4.9 and let d be the corresponding 

a-ideal of subsets of ( {O, 1 }1'\ rp). Then A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.8 

with respect to d. Hence (BVA[O, 1], rp) is nearly Stegall with respect to d. There

fore, by Theorem 3.13, (C(KA)*,weak*) is nearly Stegall with respect to d and so 

weakly Stegall. On the other hand, if (C(KA), 11 · lloo) is weak Asplund then by 

Theorem 4.11, every closed subset of KA contains a dense completely metrizable 

subspace. However by Proposition 3.2 this implies A is meager (in fact perfectly 

meager); which it is not. Therefore, (C(KA), II· lloo) is not weak Asplund. D 

The above corollary answers a question of (Rainwater, 1990). Let f be a con

tinuous convex function defined on a Banach space X. In (Rainwater, 1990) the 

following question was raised. If X is a Gateaux differentiability space, is the set 
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of points where f fails to be Gateaux differentiable necessarily Borel? This ques

tion was answered in (Holicky et al., 1998) where the authors showed that on every 

non-separable Hilbert space, there is a continuous convex function such that the 

set of Gateaux differentiability points is not Borel. From Corollary 4.12 we know 

that there exists a continuous convex function such that the set of points where it 

is Gateaux differentiable is everywhere second category but nowhere residual. Thus 

the set of points of Gateaux differentiability is not a Baire property set. 



Chapter 5 

Applications of weakly Stegall 

spaces 

Weakly Stegall spaces have applications to other areas of mathematics and the 

main focus of this chapter is to explore some of these applications. In the first 

section of this chapter we shall present a selection theorem and then give some 

applications of it. In the second section, we provide some applications of weakly 

Stegall spaces and almost weak Asplund spaces in relation to the study of dual 

differentiability spaces and generic continuity spaces. Finally, in this chapter we 

provide some more applications of weakly Stegall spaces in connection to the study 

of the differentiability of Lipschitz functions defined on Banach spaces. 

5 .1 Selection theorem 

We shall begin by giving the following definitions. A set-valued mapping cp acting 

from a topological space X into non-empty subsets of a topological space Y is said 

to be lower semicontinuous if for each xo E X and every open set W in Y with 

cp(x0 ) n W =J 0 there exists an open neighbourhood U of xo such that cp(x) n W =J 0 

for all x E U. The set-valued mapping cp is said to be quasi-lower semicontinuous 

if for each x0 E X and every open set W in Y with cp(xo) n W =/ 0 there exists an 

open set U in X such that x0 E U and cp(x) n W =/ 0 for all x E U. 
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A commonly occuring notion in the analysis of minimal set-valued mappings is 

that of a selection. Given a set-valued mapping <.p acting from a non-empty set X 

into a non-empty set Y, a selection for <.pis a single-valued mapping a from X into 

Y such that a(x) E <.p(x) for each x E X. Selection theorems provide conditions 

under which there exists a continuous selection for a set-valued mapping. The best 

known selection theorem is Michael's selection theorem, (Michael, 1956a) which 

holds when the domain space is a paracompact topological space, that is, a space 

which is regular and each open cover of it has an open locally finite refinement, 

and <.p is a lower semicontinuous mapping into non-empty closed convex subsets of 

a Banach space Y. Michael's second selection theorem, (Michael, 1956b) restricts 

the domain space but relaxes the conditions on the range space Y to be a complete 

metric space with <.p mapping into closed subsets of Y. 

A set-valued mapping <.p : X ~ 2Y acting from a topological space X into sub

sets of a topological space Y is called lower demicontinuous on X if for every open 

set Vin Y, the interior of the closure of the set <.p- 1(V) := {x EX : <.p(x) n V =J 0} 

is dense in the closure of <.p- 1 (V), that is, int ( <.p- 1 (V)) is dense in <.p- 1 (V). When 

{x EX : <.p(x) =J 0} is dense in X, we say <.pis densely defined. It is clear from the 

definition that every lower semicontinuous mapping is a lower demicontinuous map

ping. Further, from the characterisation of the minimality of usco mappings given 

in Lemma 2.3, we see that every minimal usco mapping <.p: X ~ 2Y acting from a 

topological space X into subsets of a topological space Y is lower demicontinuous 

on X. 

It has been shown in (Cohan et al., 1994) that for every densely defined lower 

demicontinuous mapping <.p acting from a Baire space X into subsets of a monotonely 

Cech-complete space Y, there exist a dense and G5 subset X1 ~ X and an usco 

mapping G : X1 ~ 2Y such that G(x) ~ <.p*(x), for every x E X 1, where the 

mapping <.p* : X ~ 2Y is the extension of <.p defined by, 

<.p*(x) := n{<.p(W): Wis a neighbourhood of x}. 

Here we proof the above result with the notion of monotone Cech-completeness 
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replaced by the weaker notion of "partition completeness". We shall now state 

the concept of partition completeness. Let (Y, T) be a regular topological space, 

endowed with a pseudo-metric d. A filter-base :Fon Y is said to bed-Cauchy if for 

each c > 0 there exists an F E :F such that d-diam(F) < c and the space itself is 

said to be partition complete if the pseudo-metric d satisfies the following properties: 

(i) Every d-Cauchy filter-base :Fon y has a T-cluster point in y (i.e., n{F: FE 

:F} i= 0). 

(ii) Y is fragmented by d. 

Note: It follows from (i) that in a partition complete space n{F : F E :F} is non

empty and compact for every d-Cauchy filter-base :F. The class of partition complete 

spaces is quite large including all the Cech-complete spaces, that is, completely 

regular topological spaces that lie as a Gd subset in some compactification. More 

details on partition completeness can be found in (Michael, 1991). 

Our result also improves the result of (Giles and Moors, 2001) where the authors 

presented a selection theorem for quasi-lower semicontinuous mappings that map 

from Baire spaces into subsets of topological spaces that are fragmented by complete 

metrics. Specifically, we show that for a lower demicontinuous mapping cp with 

closed graph acting from a Baire space X into a partition complete space Y there 

exist a dense and Gd subset X1 ~ X and an usco mapping G : X1 -+ 2Y such 

that G(x) ~ cp(x) for all x E X1. In addition we show that if the range space Y is 

partition complete and is a Stegall space then the mapping G may also be assumed 

to be single-valued on X 1. We also show that if the domain space Xis a-favourable 

and the range space is partition complete and is weakly Stegall then the mapping 

G is single-valued on an everywhere second category subset of X. 

We shall first establish the following lemma which is a key point in the proof of 

our selection theorem. 

Lemma 5.1 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002b, Lemma 1) Consider a lower demi

continuous mapping cp acting from a topological space X into subsets of a topological 
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space Y. For each pair of non-empty open sets U in X and V in Y, the mapping 

'P(U,V) from U into subsets of V defined by, 'P(u,v)(x) := cp(x) n V is a lower demi

continuous mapping on U. 

Proof. The proof of the lemma follows from the fact that for each open set W ~ V, 

D 

Theorem 5.2 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002b, Theorem 1) Let X be a Baire 

space and Y be a Hausdorff partition complete space and let <p be a densely defined 

lower demicontinuous set-valued mapping acting from X into subsets of Y. Then 

there exist a dense and G5 subset X1 ~ X and an usco mapping G: X1 ~ 2Y with 

G(x) ~ <p*(x) for all x E X1, where the mapping <p* : X ~ 2Y is defined by, 

cp*(x) := n{cp(W): Wis a neighbourhood of x}. 

In particular, {x EX: cp*(x) =/= 0} is residual in X. 

Proof. Let d be the fragmenting pseudo-metric on Y associated with the partition 

completeness of Y. To prove our theorem we inductively construct a sequence of 

families of ordered pairs P := {(U~, <p~) : a E An} consisting of non-empty open 

subsets { U~ : a E An} of X and densely defined lower demicontinuous mappings 

{ <p~ : a E An} such that for each a E An, <p~ maps U~ into subsets of Y. 

Base step: Consider A0 := {0}, u3 := X and <p~ := <p and define, 

:F° := {(U~, cp~) : a E A0} and W0 := LJ{U~ : a E A0 } = X. 

For each n E N, we require the family P to have the following properties: 

(an) U~ n Up = 0 for each a=/= /3 and for all a, /3 E An; 

(bn) wn := LJ{U~: a E An} is dense in X; 

1 
(en) d-diam[cp~(U~)] < - for each a E An; 

n 

(dn) for each a E An there exists a /3 E An-I such that U~ ~ u3-1 and cp~(x) ~ 

<p~- 1(x) for each x EU~. 
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Step 1: Consider :F1 := { (U~, c,o~) : a E A 1} a family of ordered pairs satisfying 

the properties (ai), (ci) and (d1) which is maximal with respect to set inclusion. By 

Zorn's lemma such a maximal family exists. We shall show that :F1 satisfies prop

erty (b1). If W1 := LJ{U~: a E A1} is not dense in X then there exists a non-empty 

open subset U of X such that W 1 n U = 0. Since Y is fragmented by d and c,og 

is densely defined there exists an open set V in Y such that c,og ( U) n V =I 0 and 

d-diam[c,og(U) n VJ < 1. By the lower demicontinuity of c,og on U there exists a non

empty open subset U' of U such that (c,og)(U',V) is densely defined and lower demicon

tinuous on U' by Lemma 5.1. Now (U', (c,og)(u',V)) ¢ :F1 and {(U', (c,og)(u',v))} U :F1 

is a family satisfying the properties (ai), (ci) and (d1). This contradicts the maxi

mality of :F1 and hence we may conclude that :F1 satisfies property (b1). 

Assuming that we have constructed the families :Fk in the sequence satisfying 

the properties (ak), (bk), (ck) and (dk) up to and including the nth step, we proceed 

to construct the next step. 

Step (n + 1): Consider p+l := {(U~+l,c,o~+1): a E An+l} a family of ordered 

pairs satisfying the properties (an+i), (cn+i) and (dn+i) which is maximal with 

respect to set inclusion. We shall show that :,:n+i satisfies property (bn+1). If 

wn+i := LJ{U~+l: a E An+l} is not dense in X then there exists a non-empty open 

subset U of X such that wn+i n U = 0. Since wn is dense in X, wn n U =/ 0 and 

so we may assume that U ~ Uff for some /3 E An. Now since Y is fragmented by d 

and c,o7J is densely defined there exists an open set V in Y such that c,op(U) n V =I 0 

and d-diam[c,o7J(U) n VJ < 1/(n + 1). By the lower demicontinuity of C,Op on Uff 

there exists a non-empty open subset U' of U such that (c,op)(u',V) is densely defined 

and lower demicontinuous on U' by Lemma 5.1. Clearly, {(U', (c,op)(u',v))} ¢ :,:n+1 

and {( U', ( c,o7J) (U', v))} U ;:n+i is a family satisfying the properties ( an+l), (en+ i) and 

(dn+i). This contradicts the maximality of p+l and hence we may conclude that 

p+i satisfies property (bn+1). This completes the induction. 

Let X1 := n~=l wn. Clearly X1 is a dense G6 subset of X and for each x E X1, 

there exists a unique an(x) E An such that x E u:n(x)· Therefore we can define a 
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set-valued mapping 'lj; : X1 -+ 2Y by, 

00 

n=l 

Clearly, 'ljJ is non-empty and compact-valued since for each x E X 1 , 

is a d-Cauchy filter-base on Y. So to show that 'lj; is an usco, it remains to show 

that 'lj; is upper semicontinuous. To this end, consider x E X1 and O an open set 

containing 'lj;(x). Since 'lj;(x) is compact it will suffice to show that there exists an 

open neighbourhood U of x such that 'lj;(U) ~ 0. We claim that for some n0 E N, 

<p::0 (x/U:~0 (x)) ~ 0, for otherwise, .r*(x) := {<p~n(x)(u:n(x)) \ 0: n EN} would be 

ad-Cauchy filter-base on Y which would have a cluster point in Y \ 0. But this is 

impossible since, 

0 =I- n F ~ n F = 'lj;(x) ~ 0. 
FEP FE:F 

Therefore there is some n0 EN such that <p::0 (x)(u;~0 (x)) ~ 0 and so, 

00 

.1,( ) _ n-n____,(-Un------,-) c no (Uno ) _ no (Uno ) c 0 
'f/ Y - <petn(Y) Ctn(Y) - <petn0 (y) Ctn0 (y) - <petn0 (x) Ctn0 (x) -

n=l 

for ally E u;~o(x) n X1. 

We now define the mapping G: X1 -+ 2Y by, G(x) := '¢(x)n<p*(x) for all x E X1. 

We claim that the mapping G is an usco. Obviously G has a closed graph as both 'ljJ 

and <p* have closed graphs. Moreover, as Gr(G) ~ Gr('lj;) and 'lj; is an usco, we have 

by Lemma 2. 7 that G is also an usco provided we can show that G has non-empty 

images. So in order to obtain a contradiction, let us suppose that for some x0 E X1, 

G(x0 ) = 0. This means that the non-empty compact set {xo} x 'lj;(x0 ) does not 

intersect the graph of <p*. Since Gr(<p*) is a closed subset of X x Y, a straight 

forward compactness argument shows that there are open sets U of X and V of Y 

such that x0 E U, 'lj;(x0 ) ~ V and (U x V) n Gr(<p*) = 0. Since 'lj;(x0 ) ~ V it follows, 

as above, that there exists an no EN such that <p::0 (xo)(u;~0 (xo)) ~ V and so, 

This gives us the desired contradiction. Therefore G is an usco selection of <p*. D 
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Remark 5.3 In Theorem 5.2, <.p* is the unique mapping whose graph is the closure 

of the graph of <.p in X x Y, endowed with the product topology. In particular, if <.p 

has a closed graph then <.p* = t.p. 

In order to provide some applications of our selection theorem we need the 

definition of "a-favourability". Let (X, r) be a topological space. On X we consider 

the Choquet-game played between two players a and (3. A play {(An, Bn) : n E N} 

of the game is a decreasing sequence of, alternately chosen, non-empty open subsets 

An ~ Bn ~ · · · B2 ~ Ai ~ Bi, where the sets An are chosen by player a and the 

sets Bn by player (3. Player a is said to have won a play of the game if n:i=i An=/= 0. 

Otherwise player (3 is said to have won the play. A strategy ( for player a is a rule 

that tells him or her how to play (possibly depending on all the previous moves of 

player (3). Since the moves of player a may depend on the moves of player (3, we 

denote the nth move of player a by, ((Bi, B2, ... , Bn). We say that ( is a winning 

strategy, if using it, player a wins every play, independently of the moves of player 

(3. A topological space (X, r) is said to be a-favourable if player a has a winning 

strategy in this game. 

The following theorem requires the notion of "countable separation" spaces. We 

say that a subset Y of a topological space (X, r) has countable separation in X if 

there is a countable family { On : n E N} of open subsets of X such that for every 

pair {x, y} with y E Y and x E X\Y, {x, y}nOn is a singleton for at least one n EN. 

For a completely regular topological space (X, r) we shall simply say that X has 

countable separation if in some compactification bX, X has countable separation in 

bX. It is shown in (Kenderov and Moors, 1999) that if X has countable separation in 

one compactification then X has countable separation in every compactification and 

that every Cech-analytic space has countable separation. The relationship between 

countable separation spaces and game determined spaces is revealed in the next 

theorem. 

Theorem 5.4 (Kenderov et al., 2001a, Proposition 2) Every topological space (X, r) 

with countable separation is game determined. 
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Proof. We shall denote by Y some compact space in which X has countable sep

aration and let {Un : n E N} be a family of open subsets of Y which separates the 

points of X from the points of Y\X. We will define a strategy s for the player n and 

show thats is a winning strategy in the game DG(X) (see Chapter 2). Suppose the 

player ~ chooses a non-empty subset A1 of X. There are two possibilities. Either 

A1 n U1 = 0 or A1 n U1 # 0. In the first case, we put B1 := s(Ai) := A1 to be the 

first move of the player n. In the second case we take B1 := s(Ai) some non-empty 

subset of A1 which is relatively open in A1 and Bi ~ U1 where Bi denotes the 

closure of B1 in Y. In both cases the set Bi is defined in such a way that it either 

does not intersect U1 or is entirely contained in U1. 

Proceeding inductively (on the length of the partial plays) we construct the strat

egy sin such a way that, for every s-play, p ={An: n EN} and every n EN one of 

the following two possibilities hold. Either B: n Un= 0 or B: ~ Un. The countable 

separation of X implies that the compact set 0 # K(p) := n:=1 A: is either en

tirely contained in X or in Y\X. If K(p) ~ Y\X, then n:=1 A;= K(p) n X = 0. 

noo -X 
If K(p) ~ X, then K(p) = n=I An and by the compactness of Y, for every open 

set U containing K(p) there is some n E N with A; ~ U. This shows that X is 

game determined. D 

Theorem 5.5 Let (X, T) be a game determined topological space. Then X is weakly 

Stegall if, and only if, every minimal usco mapping cp : A -+ 2x acting from an a

favourable space A into X is single-valued at some point of A. 

Proof. Let cp : A -+ 2x be a minimal usco acting from an a-favourable space A 

into X. Let ( be a winning strategy for the player a in the Choquet-game played 

on A and let P denote the space of all (-plays endowed with the Baire metric d (see 

Chapter 2). Then it is straight forward that (P, d) is a complete metric space. Let 

us now define a set-valued mapping F : P -+ 2x acting from the complete metric 

space P into X by 

00 

F(p) := n cp(Bn) where p := {Bn : n E N} is a (-play in A. 
n=l 
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It follows in a similar manner to Lemma 2.9 that the set-valued mapping F: P--+ 2x 

is minimal. Since Fis a minimal non-empty valued mapping acting from a complete 

metric space Pinto a game determined space X, it follows from Theorem 2.14 that 

there is a dense G6 subset G of P and a minimal usco F : G --+ 2x such that 

F(p) ~ F(p) for all p E G. Now since G is a G6 subset of a complete metric 

space it follows from Theorem 2.10 that G is completely metrizable and since X is 

a weakly Stegall space, we have that F : G --+ 2x is single-valued at some point 

p = (Bn : n E N) of G from which it follows that F(p) is single-valued at p. Since 

(Bn : n E N) is a (-play, n:=1 Bn is non-empty. It now follows that 

00 00 

0 # cp( n Bn) ~ n cp(Bn) is a singleton. 
n=l n=l 

This shows that cp is single-valued at the points of n:=1 Bn ~ A. The proof of 

the reverse implication easily follows from the fact that complete metric spaces are 

a-favourable. D 

The following folklore result is essential for our purposes in Corollary 5.7. 

Theorem 5.6 Let A be an a-favourable space and let R be a residual subset of A. 

Then R is a-favourable. 

Proof. Let ( be the strategy for the player a in the Choquet-game played in A 

and let R = n:=1 On where { On : n E N} is a decreasing sequence of dense open 

subsets of A. We shall construct a strategy(' for the player a in the Choquet-game 

played in R and show that it is a winning one. Let B1 be a non-empty open subset 

of Rand assign B1 to be the first move of player /3 in R. Choose a non-empty open 

subset B1 ~ A such that B1 = B1 n R. Now B1 = (B1 n 01) is a partial (-play. 

Next we define A.1 := ((B1 n 0 1) which is non-empty and open in A and let the 

non-empty open set A1 := ('(Bi) := A.1 n R be the first move of the player a in 

R. Now let the non-empty open set B2 ~ A1 be the second move of player f3 in R. 

Then choose a non-empty open subset B2 ~ A.1 such that B2 = B2 n R. We see 

that (B2 n 0 2) ~ ((B1 n Oi). Now (B1 n 01, B2 n 02) is a partial (-play and define 
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ib := ((.B1 n 01, B2 n 02). Next we define the second move of player a in R to be 

A2 := ('(Bi, B2) := A.2 n R. 

Proceeding like this we will have constructed the sets Bn = Bn n R where 

(.B1 n 01, .B2 n 02, ... 'Bn n On) is a partial (-play and have defined A.n+l := 

((.B1 n 01, .B2 n 02, ... 'Bn n On) and An+l := ('(B1, B2, ... 'Bn+I) := An+l n R ~ 

Bn. Since the space A is a-favourable, it must be the case that 0 =j:. n:=1 (.BnnOn) ~ 

n:=1 On = R. Thus we have that n:=1 Bn = n:=1 (Bn n R) = n:=1 (Bn n On) =j:. 0. 

This shows that R is a-favourable and the proof is complete. D 

With the aid of the Choquet-game, Theorem 5.2 immediately gives rise to the 

following useful corollary. 

Corollary 5. 7 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002b, Corollary 1) Let X be a -Baire 

( an a-favourable) space and Y be a partition complete space that is a Stegall (weakly 

Stegall) space. Suppose that cp: X-+ 2Y is a densely defined lower demicontinuous 

mapping with closed graph. Then there exist a residual ( everywhere second category) 

set X1 ~ X and a continuous selection a: X1-+ Y of cp on X1. 

Proof. First we shall consider the case when X is a Baire space, Y is partition 

complete and is a Stegall space. From Theorem 5.2 there exists an usco mapping 

G : R-+ 2Y acting from a residual subset R of X into Y such that G(x) ~ cp(x) for 

all x E R. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that the mapping G contains a minimal usco 

mapping S: R-+ 2Y. Now since the range space Y is a Stegall space the mapping 

S is single-valued on a residual subset X 1 ~ R. The restriction of the mapping S 

to the set X1 gives rise to the desired selection of cp on X1. 

In the case when the space Y is weakly Stegall and X is a-favourable (see 

Theorem 5.5) the proof follows in a similar fashion to that shown above except that 

one requires the additional fact that partition completeness implies game determined 

and also that a residual subset of an a-favourable space is again a-favourable. D 
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5.1.1 Applications of the selection theorem 

In this section we will use the results obtained in the previous section to prove 

some new results, but first we need the following definition. We say that a mapping 

/ : X -+ Y acting from a topological space X into a topological space Y is demi

open if for every open set U in X the set int/ (U) is dense in f (U). It is easy to 

verify that 1-1 : Y-+ 2x is lower demicontinuous on Y if the mapping/ : X -+ Y 

is demi-open on X. 

Corollary 5.8 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002b, Corollary 2) Let f : X -+ Y 

be a demi-open mapping with closed graph acting from a partition complete Stegall 

(weakly Stegall) space X into a dense subset of a Baire (an a-favourable) space 

Y. Then there exists a continuous mapping a from a residual ( everywhere second 

category) subset Y1 ~ Y into X such that(! o a)(y) = y for ally in Y1 . 

Proof. Let us consider the inverse mapping 1-1 : Y -+ 2x. This is a densely defined 

lower demicontinuous mapping with closed graph. Hence from Corollary 5.7, there 

exist a residual (everywhere second category) subset Y1 ~ Y and a continuous 

selection a : Yi -+ X of 1-1 on Y1• It immediately follows then that (! o a)(y) = y 

for ally E Y1. D 

Corollary 5.9 (Moors and Somasundaram, 2002b, Corollary 3) Leth: G-+ K be 

a homomorphism acting from a partition complete group G into a Baire topological 

group K. If h is demi-open, has a closed graph and dense range then the mapping 

is open and onto K. 

Proof. The inverse mapping h-1 : K-+ 2G is densely defined and lower demicon

tinuous with closed graph. Hence by Theorem 5.2 the domain of h-1 is residual in 

K, i.e., the range of h is residual in K. However, as h(G) is a subgroup of K it 

must be the case that h( G) = K. To show that h is open it suffices to show that for 

each non-empty open set U in G, h(U) is somewhere residual in Kand this follows 

by applying Theorem 5.2 to the inverse of the restriction of h to U. D 
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Remark 5.10 In topological groups, partition complete groups and Cech-complete 

groups coincide. So in Corollary 5.9, we could replace partition complete group by 

Cech-complete group. 

5.2 Applications of weakly Stegall spaces to dual 

differentiability and generic continuity spaces 

In order to proceed further with more applications of weakly Stegall spaces, we need 

the following definitions. A Banach space X is called a dual differentiability space if 

every continuous convex function defined on a non-empty open convex subset of the 

dual space possessing a weak* continuous subgradient at the points of a dense G5 

subset of its domain, is Frechet differentiable on a dense G5 subset of its domain. 

Examples of this class of spaces include those spaces with the Radon-Nikodym 

property and spaces which can be equivalently renormed to be locally uniformly 

rotund, (Giles et al., 1996). 

The following class of Banach spaces is defined in terms of minimal weak* cuscos. 

We say that a set-valued mapping I.{) : X 4' 2r acting from a topological space X 

into the dual of a Banach space Y is wealt cusco if for each x E X, 1.fJ(x) is non

empty, weak* compact and convex subset of Y and for each weak* open set Win 

Y, {x E X : 1.fJ(x) ~ W} is open in X. A weak* cusco I.{) : X 4' 2r acting from 

a topological space X into the dual of a Banach space Y is called a minimal wealt 

cusco if its graph does not contain, as a proper subset, the graph of any other weak* 

cusco defined on X. 

A Banach space X is called a generic continuity space if every minimal weak* 

cusco I.{) acting from a complete metric space M into subsets of the second dual X** 

for which the set {m E M : 1.fJ(m) n X =/= 0} is residual in M, is single-valued and 

norm upper semicontinuous at the points of a residual subset of M. 

The following proposition shows that the subdifferential of a convex function has 

a minimality property. 
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Proposition 5.11 (Phelps, 1993) If cp is a continuous convex function defined on 

a non-empty open convex subset A of a Banach space X, then the subdifferential 

mapping xi---+ 8cp(x) is a minimal weak* cusco on A. 

Corollary 5.12 (Giles et al., 1996) Every generic continuity space is a dual differ

entiability space. 

Proof. Let cp be a continuous convex function defined on a non-empty open convex 

subset A of X* such that G := {x* E A : 8cp(x) n X -::/= 0} is residual in A. By 

Proposition 5.11, the subdifferential mapping xi---+ 8cp(x) is a minimal weak* cusco 

on A and by Lemma 2.10, A is completely metrizable. Therefore x i---+ 8cp(x) is 

single-valued and norm upper semicontinuous at the points of a residual subset R 

of A. The proof then follows from Proposition 2.25. D 

Examples of generic continuity spaces include those spaces with an equivalent 

locally uniformly rotund norm and those spaces with the Radon-Nikodym property. 

Banach spaces which are not generic continuity spaces include l00 (r) where r is 

uncountable, (Giles et al., 1996) and l00 (N), (Moors and Giles, 1997). The following 

corollary is a special case of (Moors, 1996, Theorem 1.10). 

Corollary 5.13 A minimal weak* cusco cp acting from a complete metric space M 

into subsets of the second dual X** of a Banach space X where the set { m E M : 

cp(m) ~ X} is everywhere second category in M, is single-valued and norm upper 

semicontinuous at the points of a dense G6 subset of M. 

With the aid of Corollary 5.13, we can deduce the following result. Corollary 5.14 

and Corollary 5.15 are slight improvements upon (Giles et al., 1996, Corollary 1.6). 

Corollary 5.14 A Banach space X is a dual differentiability space if X* is an 

almost weak Asplund space. 

Proof. Let cp : A --+ JR be a continuous convex function defined on a non-empty 

open convex subset A of X* possessing a weak* continuous subgradient at the points 
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of a dense Ga subset G of A. Since X* is an almost weak Asplund space there exists 

an everywhere second category subset S of A on which cp is Gateaux differentiable. 

By Proposition 2.25, 8cp(x) ~ X for all x E G n S. The result then follows from 

Corollary 5.13 and Proposition 2.25. D 

Corollary 5.15 A Banach space X is a generic continuity space if (X*, weak*) 

belongs to class( wS). 

The proof of Corollary 5.15 follows in a similar manner to the proof of Corol

lary 5.14. 

5.3 Applications of weakly Stegall spaces to the 

differentiability of Lipschitz functions on Ba

nach spaces 

Apart from the above mentioned applications, weakly Stegall spaces also have some 

applications in connection with the study of the differentiability of Lipschitz func

tions defined on Banach spaces. Before investigating these applications, we need 

the following preliminary definitions. 

Let f be a locally Lipschitz function defined on a non-empty open subset A of a 

Banach space X. Then the Clarke generalised directional derivative off at x E A 

in the direction y, is given by 

Jo( ) 1. f(z + .Xy) - J(z) 
x; y := 1m sup , . 

z-+x I\ 

A-+O+ 

Associated with the Clarke generalised directional derivative is the Clarke subdif-

ferential mapping, which is defined by, 

8/(x) := {x* EX* : x*(y) ~ J0(x; y) for each y EX} for each x EA. 

We shall now present a slightly stronger notion of differentiability. Let f be a locally 

Lipschitz function defined on a non-empty open subset A of a Banach space X. Then 
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f is said to be strictly differentiable at x E A in the direction y, if 

1. f(z + Ay) - f(z) 
1m exists. 

z---+x A 
>.---+o+ 

The function f is said to be strictly differentiable at x E A, if f is strictly differen-

tiable at x, in every direction y E X. The following lemma gives the relationship 

between strict differentiability and single-valuedness of the Clarke subdifferential 

mapping. 

Lemma 5.16 (Borwein, 1991, Proposition 3.1) Let f be a real-valued locally Lips

chitz function defined on a non-empty open subset A of a Banach space X. Then 

8f(x) is a singleton if, and only if, f is strictly differentiable at x E A. 

Lemma 5.16 immediately gives rise to the following corollary. 

Corollary 5.17 Let f be a real-valued locally Lipschitz function defined on a non

empty open subset A of a Banach space X that belongs to class( wS). If the Clarke 

subdifferential mapping off is minimal, then f is strictly differentiable on an ev

erywhere second category subset of A. 

Proof. The proof of this follows directly from Lemma 5.16 and Remark 2.12 since 

X belongs to class(wS). D 

In order to proceed further we need to introduce one more definition. Let f be 

a real-valued locally Lipschitz function defined on a non-empty open subset A of a 

Banach space X. In the following definition V f(x) represents the Gateaux derivative 

of f at x. We say that f is D-representable on A if the following conditions hold. 

(i) D := {x EA: VJ(x) exists at x} is dense in A and 

(ii) for each dense subset D* of D we have that 8f(x) = nfoow· (V f(V n D*)) : 

V is an open neighbourhood of x}. 

Next we show that on any Banach space X that belongs to class(wS), D

representability may be characterised in terms of sequential limits of Gateaux deriva

tives. 
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Lemma 5.18 (Borwein, 1991, Lemma 1.4 part(b)) Let X be a Banach space whose 

dual ball is weak* sequentially compact (that is, every sequence in Bx• has a weak* 

convergent subsequence) and let { An : n E N} be a decreasing sequence of bounded 

non-empty subsets of X*. Then 

n{ca1°· An : n EN} = co"1* {a EX*: a= weak* - lim an and an E An}. 
n---+oo 

The following theorem shows that Banach spaces that belong to class( wS) pos

sess weak* sequentially compact dual balls. 

Theorem 5.19 (Giles, 1982, p.203) Dual balls of Gateaux differentiability spaces 

are weak* sequentially compact. 

Lemma 5.20 (Borwein and Moors, 1997, Corollary 2.2) Let f be a densely Gateaux 

differentiable real-valued locally Lipschitz function defined on a non-empty open sub

set A of a Banach space X. Then f possesses a minimal Clarke subdifferential 

mapping if, and only if, f is D-representable. 

The following result, which is a slight improvement upon (Borwein and Moors, 

1997, Theorem 2.5), provides a sequential characterisation of D-representability. 

Theorem 5.21 Let f be a real-valued locally Lipschitz function defined on a non

empty open subset A of a Banach space X that belongs to class( wS). Let D := { x E 

A : V f ( x) exists at x}. Then x H 8 f ( x) is a minimal weak* cusco on A if, and 

only if, for each dense subset D* of D 

8J(x) = cow· {x* EX* : x* = weak* - lim V J(xn) and Xn ED*}. 
Xn---+X 

In particular, f is D-representable if, and only if, x H 8J(x) is a minimal weak* 

cusco on A. 

Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 5.19, Lemma 5.18 and Lemma 5.20. D 



Appendix A 

Main Open Problems 

We gather some of the main open problems that arise in the study of weak Asplund 

spaces. 

• The most important open problem in this area is to provide an intrinsic char

acterisation for the class of weak Asplund spaces. Attempts at characterising 

these spaces have been going on since the introduction of these spaces in 1968. 

Even the problem of characterising those compact spaces K for which C(K) 

belongs to the class of weak Asplund spaces still remains unresolved. It is 

known that for C(K) to be a weak Asplund space, K must lie somewhere 

between being fragmentable, (Ribarska, 1987) and having the property that 

every closed subset of K contains a dense completely metrizable subspace, 

(Cohan and Kenderov, 1986). 

• The problem of characterising those compact spaces K such that C(K) belongs 

to the class of Gateaux differentiability spaces, class( S) and class( wS) is also 

interesting and open. 

Several necessary conditions are known for C(K) to be a Gateaux differentia

bility space, e.g., K must be sequentially compact and the set of G6 points is 

dense in it, (Cohan and Kenderov, 1986). 

Even the simpler problem of characterising those subsets A of (0, 1) for which 
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C(KA) belongs to the classes of weak Asplund spaces, Gateaux differentiability 

spaces and class( wS) remains open. 

We saw in Chapter 4 that there exist some necessary conditions for spaces of 

the form C(KA) to belong to the class of weak Asplund spaces. Specifically, 

A must be perfectly meager for C(KA) to be weak Asplund, (Kalenda, 1999). 

The discussion given above naturally leads us to the following open problem. 

• Is C(KA) a weak Asplund space if, and only if, A is perfectly meager? It 

follows from Chapter 4 that if A is perfectly meager then C(KA) is an almost 

weak Asplund space. 

• If X is a weak Asplund (an almost weak Asplund) [Gateaux differentiability] 

space must C((Bx•, weak*)) also be a weak Asplund (an almost weak Asplund) 

[Gateaux differentiability] space? 

• The following open problem arises from Chapter 4. Is every Gateaux differ

entiability space an almost weak Asplund space? The double arrow space, 

(C(Kco,i)), II · 11 00 ), mentioned in Chapter 3 is definitely not an almost weak 

Asplund space as the supremum norm is Gateaux differentiable only on a first 

category subset of C(Kco,i)), but it might be a Gateaux differentiability space. 

While the class of Stegall spaces and its Banach space counterpart class(S) 

prove to be very useful in the study of weak Asplund spaces, there are several 

open problems apart from the above mentioned characterisation problems. We 

list some of these problems below. 

• We saw in Chapter 3 that there are examples of class(S) that do not belong 

to f:, (Kenderov et al., 2001b). This was constructed under additional set 

theoretic assumptions. Can we prove this result in ZFC? Similarly we saw that 

there are examples of weak Asplund spaces that do not belong to class(S), 

(Kalenda, 2002). This was also constructed under different additional set 

theoretic assumptions. Can this also be proven in ZFC? 
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We should note here that it is not possible to construct in ZFC an example of 

a KA space that belongs to Stegall spaces but which is not fragmentable. If we 

assume the existence of a precipitous ideal on w1, then for every uncountable 

subset A of (0, 1) there exist a Baire metric space Band a continuous function 

f : B -+ A which is nowhere constant. Thus it follows from Chapter 3 that 

KA is not a Stegall space whenever A is uncountable. 

• Is (Bc(K)·, weak*) a Stegall space whenever K is a compact Stegall space? 

The analogous results are known for various classes of spaces. For example, 

it is known that if K is Eberlein, Radon-Nikodym, fragmentable or Gul'ko 

compact then (Bc(K)·, weak*) is Eberlein, Radon-Nikodym, fragmentable and 

Gul'ko compact respectively, (Fabian, 1997). 

We should mention here that KA belongs to Stegall spaces if, and only if, 

(Bc(KA)*, weak*) belongs to Stegall spaces. On the other hand, it has been 

shown that there exists a weakly Stegall space KA such that (Bc(KA)*, weak*) 

is not weakly Stegall (see Chapter 3). 



Appendix B 

Rainwater Seminar 
(Presented by Isaac Namioka on October 4, 11, 18, 1983) 

The contents of this appendix are reproduced with the permission of the above 

named author. We note that what we call Stegall spaces and class(S) spaces 

throughout this thesis are the same as the class S and (S)-spaces respectively in 

the following article. 

B.1 On class S of Stegall 

(After "A class of topological spaces and differentiation of functions on Banach 

spaces" by C. Stegall.) 

Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then a map F : X ~ 2Y is called up

per semicontinuous and compact-valued (usco) if (i) for each open subset U of Y, 

{x EX: F(x) ~ U} is open in X and (ii) for each x E X, F(x) is a non-void 

compact subset of Y. 

We note a few facts concerning uscos. Let F : X ~ 2Y be an usco, then we 

let the graph GF of F be defined by GF := {(x, y) E X x Y : y E F(x)}. Then 

it is easy to see that GF is a closed subset of X x Y. An usco F' : X ~ 2Y is 

called a sub-usco of F if F'(x) ~ F(x) for each x E X. Clearly GF, is a closed 

subset of GF. Conversely if C is a closed subset of GF such that Px[C] = X, then 

x H {y E Y : (x, y) E C} defines a sub-usco of F. (Here Px : X x Y ~ X is the 

projection.) It follows that each usco admits a minimal sub-usco. 
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Note: If F: X -t 2Y is a minimal usco, so is Flu for each open subset U of X. 

A Tychonoff (i.e., completely regular and Ti) space Y is said to be in the class S 

if, and only if, whenever F is an usco from a Baire space X into subsets of Y, there 

is a selection a: X -t Y of F which is continuous at each point of a dense G5 subset 

of X. 

A continuous map c.p: S -t Tis perfect if it is onto, closed and c.p-1(t) is compact 

for each t E T. 

Lemma B.1 Let F: X -t 2Y be a minimal usco and let a be a selection of F. Then 

G F = { (x, a(x)) : x E X}. If in addition a is continuous at x0 then F(x) = { a(x0 )} 

and consequently any selection of F is continuous at x0 • 

Proof. It is clear that GF = {(x, a(x)) : x EX} from the minimality of F and the 

discussion of usco. Hence for each x0 E X, F(x0 ) consists of all possible limits of 

a(x) as x -t x0 (in the sense of nets). In particular, if a is continuous at x0 , then 

F(x0 ) = {a(x0 )}. By the upper semicontinuity of F, for each neighbourhood U of 

a(x0 ) there is a neighbourhood V of x0 such that F(x) ~ U for each x E V. Hence 

any selection of F is continuous at x0 • D 

Lemma B.2 Let F: X -t 2Y be a minimal usco and let f: Y -t Z be a continuous 

map. Then xi---+ f(F(x)) is a minimal usco from X into subsets of Z. {We denote 

xi---+ f(F(x)) by f F.) 

Proof. Note that GF ~Xx Y,G/F ~Xx Zand (1 x f)[GF] = G/F· It is clear 

that f F is an usco. If C is a closed proper subset of G /F such that Px[C] = X 

then (1 x n-1[c] n GF is a closed proper subset of GF whose projection on Xis X 

itself. This contradicts the minimality of F. Hence f Fis minimal. D 

Remark B.3 Lemma B.1 gives the following characterisation of members of S. A 

Tychonoff space Y is a member of S if, and only if, whenever X is a Baire space 

and F: X -t 2Y is a minimal usco, {x EX : F(x) is a singleton} contains a dense 

G5 {i.e., residual} set. 
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Theorem B.4 (i) Suppose Yi ES and f: Yi-+ Y2 is perfect, then Y2 ES. 

(ii) If Z (_;, Yi ES, then Z ES. 

(iii) I'' Y. s l n00 J n E JOr n = l, 2, ... , then n=i Yn E S. 

(iv) If Y is a Tychonofj space, Y = LJ::'=i Yn where each Yn is closed in Y and each 

Yn E S, then YES. 

(v) If (Y, T) E S and Ti ::) T, then (Y, Ti) ES. 

Proof. 

(i) Let F : X -+ 2Y2 be an usco acting from a Baire space X into subsets of 

Y2. Define G : X -+ 2Y1 by G(x) := f-i(F(x)). Since f is perfect, G(x) is 

compact for each x E X. If U is an open subset of Yi, then V = {y E Y2 : 

f-i(y) (_;, U} = Y2 \f(Yi \U) is open. Therefore {x E X : G(x) (_;, U} = {x E 

X : F(x) (_;, V} is open. Hence G is an usco. So there is a selection u: X-+ Yi 

of G which is continuous at each point of a dense GO subset of X. Then f o u 

is a selection of F with the same continuity property. 

(ii) Tri vial. 

(iii) Let F: X-+ 2n~=1 Yn be an usco where X is a Baire space. We may assume 

that F is minimal. Let Pn : TI Yn -+ Yn be the n-th projection. Then by 

Lemma B.2, PnF is a minimal usco acting from X into subsets of Yn. Then 

by the above remark, there is a dense G0 subset An of X such that Pn(F(x)) is 

a singleton for each XE An, Let A= n::i=i An, Then A is a dense Go set in X 

and for each x E A, F(x) is a singleton. So by Lemma B.l (or Remark B.3), 

Il~=i Yn ES. 

(iv) Let F: X -+ 2Y be a minimal usco acting from a Baire space X into subsets 

of Y and let u be any selection of F. Let Xn = {x E X : F(x) n Yn =I- 0}. 

Then Xn is a closed subset of X. If one defines Fn : X~ -+ 2Yn by Fn(x) := 

F(x) n Yn, then Fn is an usco. (Therefore if U is an open subset of Y, then 
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{x EX~: Fn(x) ~Un Yn} = {x EX: F(x) ~ U U (Y\Yn)} n X~.) Here X~ = 

intXn. Since Yn E Sand X~ is a Baire space there is a selection <Jn : X~-+ Yn 

which is continuous at each point of a dense G6 subset An of X~. Since an can 

be extended to a selection of F by Lemma B.l, a is continuous at each point 

of An. Hence a is continuous at each point of UAn and X\ U An ~ U(Xn \An). 

Since each Xn \An is of the first category in X, UAn is residual in X. 

(v) Let F : X -+ 2Y be a minimal usco relative to T1. Then it is a minimal usco 

relative to T by Lemma B.2. If Xis a Baire space there is a dense G6 subset A 

of X such that F(x) is a singleton for each x E A. This proves that (Y, T1) ES 

(compared for Remark B.3). This concludes the proof of Theorem B.4. D 

In order to give some examples we need the following lemmas. 

Lemma B.5 Let F : X -+ 2Y be a minimal usco. Let (x0 , y0) E G F and let U and 

V be neighbourhoods of x0 and y0 respectively. Then there is a non-void open subset 

W of U such that F(W) ~ V. {Here F(W) := LJ{F(x) : x E W}.) 

Proof. We may assume that U and V are open. Then by the minimality of F, 

Px[GF\(U x V)] "IX. Let x1 ¢ Px[GF\(U x V)]. Then x1 E U and F(x1) ~ V. 

The conclusion follows from this and the upper semicontinuity of F. D 

Corollary B.6 If (Y, d) is a metric space, then (Y, d) ES. 

Proof. Let F : X -+ 2Y be a minimal usco acting from a Baire space X into 

subsets of Y. For c > 0, let 0,: := LJ{U : U ~ X, U open d-diam(F(U)) ::; c}. 

We claim that 0,: is dense in X. Let W be an open non-void subset of X and let 

x0 E W, y0 E F(x0). Then there is a neighbourhood V of Yo with d-diam(V) ::; c. By 

Lemma B.5, there is an open subset W1 ~ W such that W1 "I 0 and F(W1) ~ V. 

Then W1 ~ OF: and so OF: n W =J. 0. Let A = n~=l O .1. Then x E A implies 
n 

diam(F(x)) = 0 and this implies F(x) is a singleton. This proves that Y E S 

(compared with Remark B.3). D 
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Example B. 7 Let E be a separable Banach space. Then (E, weak) E S. The reason 

for this is because since E is separable, E* is weak* separable. Let D be a countable 

weak* dense subset of E*. Then the topology Pv of pointwise convergence on D is 

a metrizable topology for E. So by Corollary B.6, (E, Pv) E S. Since w :::> Pv, 

(E, weak) ES by Theorem B.4 (v). 

We can generalise Corollary B.6 to obtain more interesting examples. 

Theorem B.8 Let (Y, r) be a Tychonoff space with the following property: There 

exists a metric d on Y such that for each non-empty subset A ~ Y and c > 0, there 

is a r-open subset U ~ Y with AnU =I- 0 and d-diam(AnU)::; c. Then (Y,r) ES. 

Proof. It is very similar to the proof of Corollary B.6. Let F : X -+ 2Y be 

a minimal usco acting from a Baire space X into subsets of Y. For c > 0, let 

Oc := LJ{W : W ~ X, Wopen and d-diam(F(W)) ::; c}. Oc is clearly open. We 

show that Oc is dense in X. So let V be an open non-void subset of X. Then by 

the hypothesis, there is a r-open subset U ~ Y such that Un F(V) =I- 0 and d

diam(UnF(V)) ::; c. Let y0 E UnF(V). Then there is x0 EV such that y0 E F(xo). 

By Lemma B.5, there is a non-void open set W ~ V such that F(W) ~ U. Then 

d-diam(F(W)) ::; c. So W ~ Of: and hence V n Oc =I- 0. This proves that Oc is 

dense in X. Let A = n:'=1 0 1.. Then A is a dense G c set in X and if x E A then 
n 

d-diam(F(x)) = 0 (i.e., F(x) is a singleton). Hence (Y, r) E S (compared with 

Remark B.3). D 

Example B.9 (i) If Y is Eberlein compact, then YES. 

(ii) If E is a WCG Banach space, then (E*, weak*) E S. 

(iii) If E is an Asplund space, then (E*, weak*) ES. 

Proof. 

(i) Suppose that Y is aw-compact subset of a Banach space E. We apply The

orem B.8 where dis the metric on Y induced by the norm. If A ~ Y, then 
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there is point x of continuity of id : (A, w) ---+ (A, norm). Hence given c > 0, 

there is aw-open neighbourhood U of x such that diam(A, U) ::; c. Then 

An U-/= 0 and diam(A n U) ::; c. 

(ii) If Eis a WCG, then the unit ball of E* is Eberlein compact in weak* topology. 

By (i), the unit ball with weak* topology is in S. Hence (E*, weak*) E S by 

Theorem B.4 (iv). 

(iii) If Eis an Asplund space, then by Namioka-Phelps paper, each bounded subset 

of E* has relative weak* open subsets of arbitrarily small diameter. Hence by 

Theorem B.8, each bounded subset of E* with weak* topology is in S. Hence 

(E*, weak*) ES by Theorem B.4 (iv) again. D 

Now we describe the relevance of S to the differentiation on Banach spaces. Let 

E, F be Banach spaces and let U be an open subset of F. A continuous function 

/3 : U ---+ E is called Gateaux differentiable at u0 E U if for each k E F, the limit 

lim f3(uo + tk) - f3(uo) exists in E. 
t--tO t 

(The limit is taken relative to the norm topology). We shall denote the limit by 

df3(u0)(k). Some people (including Bob Phelps) insist that df3(uo) : F ---+ E be a 

bounded linear map. 

Theorem B.10 Let E, F be Banach spaces where (E*, weak*) E S, let U, V be open 

subsets of E and F respectively with V convex and let f3 : U ---+ V be a continuous 

function which is Gateaux differentiable at each point of a dense G5 subset of U (in 

the norm topology). If cp : V ---+ JR is a continuous convex function, then cp o f3 is 

Gateaux differentiable at each point of a dense G5 subset of U. 

Proof. For x EV we call f EE* a subdifferential of cp at x if J(h)::; cp(x+h)-cp(x) 

for all h E E such that x + h E V. If we define cp(x + h) := oo if x + h ~ V, then 

f(h) ::; cp(x + h) - cp(x) holds for all h E E. We shall adopt this convention. 

Let 8cp(x) be the set of all subdifferentials of cp at x. The following facts are 

standard: the map x i--+ 8cp(x) is an usco from (V, norm) to subsets of (E*, weak*) 
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and it is locally bounded, i.e., for each x0 E V, there are M > 0 and 8 > O such 

that llx - xoll < 8 => 8cp(x) ~ {J E E* : 11111 ::; M}. The map U H 8cp(f3(U)) is 

clearly an usco. Since (U, norm) is a Baire space, there are a selection a : U-+ E* 

of u H 8cp(f3(U)) and a dense G0 subset A of U such that at each u E A, a is 

continuous (norm-to-weak*) and /3 is Gateaux differentiable. From the definition of 

a we see that 

(1) a(u)(h) ::; cp(f3(u) + h)) - cpf3(u) for all u EU, h EE. 

(Note: cp(f3(u) + h) = oo if f3(u) + h (j. V.) 

a(u)(-h) ~ cp(f3(u))) - cp(f3(u) + h) or 

(2) a(u)(h) ~ cp(f3(u)) - cp(f3(u) - h) for all u EU, h EE. 

Suppose u0 E A and k E F. Then by the definition of Gateaux differentiability, for 

t sufficiently small 

(3) f3(uo + tk) - f3(uo) = tdf3(uo)(k) + tc(t) where llc(t)II-+ 0 as t-+ 0. 

By (1),(2) and (3) fort sufficiently small, 

ta(u)(df3(uo)(k) +c(t))::; cp(f3(uo +tk))-cp(f3(uo))::; ta(uo +tk)(df3(uo)(k) +c(t)). 

As t -+ 0, (df3(u0 )(k) + c(t)) -+ df3(u0)(k) in norm and a(u0 + tk) -+ a(u0 ) in 

weak* topology and for t sufficiently small, lla(u0 + tk)II ::; M for some M > 0. 

(Note: ll!tll ::; M, ft -+ Jo (weak*), Xt -+ Xo (norm) => ft(Xt) -+ fo(xo).) Hence 

limHo cp(f3(uo + tk)) - cp(f3(uo)) = a(u0 )(df3(u0 )(k)) which shows that <po /3 is 
t 

Gateaux differentiable at u0 and d(cp o f3)(u0 ) = a(u0 ) o df3(u0 ). (Note: If /3 is 

Gateaux differentiable at u0 in the strong sense (i.e., df3(u0 ) : F -+ Eis bounded 

linear) then cp o f3 is also differentiable at u0 in the stronger sense). D 

The following definition is due to Larman and Phelps. A Banach space E is 

a weak Asplund space if each continuous convex function defined on a convex open 

subset of Eis Gateaux differentiable at each point of a dense G0 subset of its domain. 

The following corollary follows from Theorem B.10 by taking /3 = id. 
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Corollary B.11 If E is a Banach space such that (E*, weak*) E S, then E is a 

weak Asplund space. 

Let us call a Banach space E an (S)-space if (E*, weak*) E S. Then we have 

seen that: 

(i) Asplund spaces and WCG Banach spaces are (S)-spaces. 

(ii) Each (S)-space is a weak Asplund space. 

Theorem B.12 (i) If E is an (S)-space, then each closed subset of E is an (S)-

space. 

(ii) Suppose T : E -+ F is a continuous linear map with T(E) = F. If E is an 

( S)-space, so is F. 

(iii) Let Ei(i = l, 2, ... ) be a sequence of(S)-spaces and l ~ p < oo. Then lp({Ei}) 

is an ( S)-space. 

Proof. 

(i) Let F be a closed subspace of E. Then the restriction map R : E* -+ F* 

sends the unit ball Et onto Ft. So (Ft, weak*) is the image of (Et, weak*) 

under a perfect map. By Theorem B.4 (i), (Ft, weak*) ES and consequently 

(F*, weak*) ES by Theorem B.4 (iv). 

(ii) If T(E) = F, then T*: F*-+ E* is one-to-one and weak*-to-weak* continuous. 

Since ( E*, weak*) E S, T* ( F*) E S with respect to the relative topology of 

(E*, weak*) (compared for Theorem B.4 (ii)). Hence (F*, weak*) E S by 

Theorem B.4 (v). 

1 1 
(iii) We know that lp({Ei})* ~ lq({E;}) where - + - = 1 with 1 < q ~ oo. 

p q 
The obvious map (lq( {E;} ), weak*) -+ TI:1 ( {E;}, weak*) is continuous and 

one-to-one. By hypothesis ( {E;}, weak*) E S for each i E N. Therefore 

TI:1 (E;, weak*) E S by Theorem B.4 (iii). So by Theorem B.4 (ii) and (v), 

(lq( {E;} ), weak*) ES. Hence lp( {Ei}) is an (S)-space. D 



Appendix C 

Basic Notations 

Here we explain the meaning of the notations that are used throughout this thesis. 

The real numbers are denoted by JR and the natural numbers by N. 

For a normed linear space (X, II · II), we denote by: 

Bx - the closed unit ball of X; i.e., {x EX: llxll ~ 1}; 

Sx - the unit sphere of X; i.e., {x EX: llxll = 1}. 

Let (X, II· II) denote a real Banach space with norm II· II, By X*, we denote the 

dual of X. That is, X* is the Banach space of all continuous linear functionals on 

X endowed with the dual norm llx*II := sup {x*(x): x E Bx}, x* EX*. 

By X**, we denote the second dual of X. 

By X, we denote the natural embedding of X into X**. 
r· 

For a non-empty open subset A of a normed linear space (X, II · II), we denote by: 

2A - the set of all subsets of A; 

diam(A) - the diameter of A; 

w· A - the weak* closed convex hull of A; 

A - the closure of A; 

intA - interior of A. 

We use := when a symbol is being defined and we use italics when we define a word 

or a phrase. 

We use italics in the statements of propositions, lemmas, theorems and corollaries. 
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C .1 Glossary of definitions 

We say that a non-empty subset A of a Banach space X is dentable provided it 

admits slices of arbitrarily small diameter. That is, for every c > 0 there exists 

x* EX* and a> 0 such that diam(S(x*, A, a)) < c. 

A compact space K is called Eberlein compact if it is homeomorphic to a weakly 

compact subset of a Banach space. 

A compact space K is called Gul'ko compact if the space C(K) endowed with the 

pointwise topology is K-countably determined. 

A Banach space X is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property ( or RNP for 

short) if every non-empty bounded subset of X is dentable. 
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